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EDITOR' S EXPLANATION

This material was assembled to go together with

"A Presentation of the Work of Standardization in the

Weapons Industry." Standardization is a product of

industrialization and modernization. In the process

of the modernization of management and industry, it is

a basic technical task, and it has already become a

basic task which must be firmly grasped by engineering

and technical personnel as well as a type of basic

knowledge which must be thoroughly understood by

management personnel. To accomplish this, we have

consulted a number of standardization publications,

articles and textbook essays, as well as other similar

materials in order to extract the relevent contents

which have strong practical applicability and universal

significance. These we have compiled into a handbook.

Because time is short, it is hard to avoid failing to

mention many of the references we have used.

This article was taken from the reference materials

of the 1980 conference on work quality in the weapons

industry. The heading of this article was, Standardiza-

tion and Quality Control." It was taken from a portion

of a work by the standardization research center. In

using it on this occasion, we have made the necessary

revisions.



STANDARDIZATIONi, QUALITY Co,'THOL, AND THE MODERNiZATION OF PhODUCil:

1. Standards and Standardization

Standards are basically unifying technical principles which apply

to all the various realms of production activity to include industry,

agriculture and commercial products, engineering construction,

environmental protection, safety, health, and so on. They are

concerned with providing a common basis for production, construction,
and the various different aspects of work.

The concept of standards is a broad one, existing in all the

various aspects of society. It is used in order to provide objective

principles for measuring things. Because of this, in the various

realms of social activity, there are large numbers of things which

contain the idea of standards. This is something everyone knows.

Standardization is one part of the numerous implications of standards.

It is a discipline in the world of science, having its own distinct

scientific content. Due to the fact that standards exist in the

production activities of society, they follow along with social

progress, increases in the level of science, technology and the

material knd cultural life of people, and continuously aevelop and

improve. Because of this, in standardization there are implied new

principles, new methods, and new scientific content. This is an

objective rule in the development of things. Any person who takes a

static method of thinking in order to view standardization is out of

accord with the rules for the development of things. Such a practice

can only have a bad influence on the development of standardization

activities.

Viewed from the point of view of their nature, standards are a

type of policy, a type of yardstick for the measuring of quantities, a

type of symbol for recognizing the different characteristics of things,

or they can be a type of procedure, principle or method for choosing

the best among things. To summarize, they are man made principles for

the work of production, and they basically take the form of "software."



Standardization is the directing of people in production and
construction to carry out, in a broad manner, a synthesis of the

results of scientific research and practical experience, forming common

principles (standards), for the universal execution of activities.

Speaking in concrete terms, standardization is nothing except

purposefuly taking the scientific and technical results from references

on various subjects such as industrial, agricultural, and commercial

production, communications and transport, construction, health,

environmental protection, and scientific and technical intelligence, as

well as practical experience, and making a real synthesis with broad

discussions of the research. In this way, we form principles for the

measuring of certain objects (standards) which are commorify preserved

throughout the production, circulation, and exchange of the society in

all its sections, in order to arrive at the best activities for

developing production strength.

Standardization extends to nearly all the sections of the economy

of our country. It also enters into all realms of science and

technology. MVoreover, it is an important constituent part of the

modernization of management. This then determines the scientific

nature of standardization. Standardization takes as its object the

large number of recurring things with repetitive characteristics which

one finds in production activities. On the basis of the principles of

"1unity, simplicity, coordination, and optimization", the carrying out

of research on how to organize and implement the science of standards

is a very important peripheral field of study, whicn runs right through

science, technology, economics, and the study of law.

A high degree of development in standardization, as is the case in

many fields of study, touches on a wide range of subjects and is

complicated in its contents. There are not only questions of natural

science involved, but there is also a close relationship to economics

and the study of law. Quite a few comrades have taken questions of

standardization and considered them only as technical problems in

production. This is a very incomplete approach and is not advantageous

to the development of the work. it contains not only questions of

natural science but also of econowics and law and is a comprehensive

peripheral field of study.
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The association of standardization and the natural sciences is

determined by the large amount of scientific and technical material

contained in many standards. Every technical characteristic in a

standard is decided on the basis of the scientific and technical

situation in each period. They reflect such sciences as chemistry,

physics, geometry, medicine, and biology in manifesting their

materially useful value. A good product reflects an advanced

technology and advanced standards. In the same way, it is only with

advanced standards that one can induce the production of advanced

products. For example, in the smelting of high quality steels, one

must first have an advanced smelting technology. The various technical

factors in the standards for high quality steels are determined from

smelting technology, and an advanced smelting technology is reflected

in the standards. In the same way, what the capabilities of a machine:-

are like is determined by design skills, the quality of materials, and

the advancement of the industrial arts. Standards are nothing but a

reflection of these factors. One can see that the relationship between

the natural sciences and standardization is universal, and noone c~zn

doubt it. This has been generally recognized.

Let us consider the question of economics and standardization.

What could be called the focal point of economics forms around the

question of the effects of economics and its meaning for research into

savings in material production. Pursuing the objective of

standardization and, in doing this, achieving optimum economic

beneficiality is in line with the objectives of economic research. The

economics of standardization are principally concerned with researching

the rationality of various factors in the forces of production from the

angle of the economics of technology; that is, from the aspect of the

economics of the forces of production, and, in so doing, raise the

economic effectiveness and develop productive power. Tne contents of

technical economic research into the forces of production are very

broad. They include research into the profitable integrated use of



labor and natural resources, social products and science and

technology. These contents also include research into the economic and

technical structure of the people of our nation, the economic basis and

limitations on the transformation of technology, etc., etc. The focus

of attention is the adequate direction of the effective use of

resources, products and technology, striving to attain maximum economic

results and to promote a high degree of development in the economy of

our nation. The focus of attention of standardization and the focus of

attention of technical economics are basically the same.

Standardization, if it is only viewed from the angle of the natural

sciences, 's only capable of attaining effective results which pertain

to technology. Technical results are the foundation of economic

results; economic results are the end product of technical results.

When one analyses the economic results of carrying out standardization,

in reality, one is doing an analysis of economic results from the point

of view of technology in order to increase and develop the service of

the forces of production. When one does technical economic research-

into the factors of the forces of production, one cannot separate it

from science and technology It is necessary to make use of the

achievements of science and technology, which, of course, includes

achievements in standardization. Because of this, the technical

economic characteristics which standardization possesses are of tne

technical economaic catagory and also of the economic category.

Let us consider the legal questions of standardization. In order

to do research on the resolution of this problem, it is necessary to

understand the whole process of standardization. The establishment of

standards is concerned mainly with research into the resolution of

problems in the areas of the natural sciences and technical economics.

However, once standards are announced, legal problems then present

themselves. Once standards are promulgated, it is necessary to



strictly carry them out. This is a legal matter. The eighteen

article5, of the "PRC Standardization Control Regulation" promulgated by

the State Council point out that, once a standard has been accepted for

promulgation, it is a technical regulation with legal force. At the

various levels, production, construction, scientific research, and

design management departments, as well as enterprises and project units

must all rigorously carry them out so that no unit arbitrarily changes,

raises or lowers a standard. Persons whose violations of standards

cause bad after effects t'o include serious accidents must, on the basis

of the details of each case, be assigned more or less severe criticism,

discipline, or economic sanctions, leading ultimately up to legal

responsibility.

If we look from the angle of the nature of stundards, standards

are a technical and economic composite. They have a dual economic and

technical nature. When we establish a technical standard, we must make

use of many types of technology and science. For example, we establish

technical standards for horizontal boring machines. What type of alloy

structural steel should be selected for the major parts of the boring

machine? It is necessary to make use of the theories of the science- of

metal materials and metallographic heat treatment. We specify the

smoothness of the main axis of the boring machine, the tolerance on the

operating surface of the main axis, the precision of the main axis and

its inspection method. It is necessary to apply the science of

tolerances and technical measurements. Among the dimensional

parameters of horizontal boring machines, there are bore axis diameter,

bore axis conic apertures, bore axis travel, flat spin platform slide

block travel, length and width of the operating surface of the work

platform, and so on. In order to specify these parameters, it is

necessary to use the sciences of machine tool design and machine tool

kinematics. Only when the maximum supported load on the horizontal

bore operating platform is great do such conditions apply, but then, it

is necessary to use the principle's of the mechanics of materi-,is. The



main horizontal bore parameter - main axis diamter - h'Is r.i.,

values of 63, 80, 100, 125 (mm) which are arranged in re :>r. t '

other by a common ratio of 1 .25. In conformity vitr. tr.e o 1:L!z.

number system, it is necessary to make use of relevant ieLci.t

high level mathematics. If we perform optimization whil spec-f,>,s

the parameters mentioned above, then, it is also necessary to us=

optimization methods and operations researc,. One can see tha7, in

specifying standards, one encounters many types of the newe-t r, s

from the natural sciences. This is the technical nature of stan2,ri.

However, the specification of standards is certainly not simIy

technical problem. It must also involve a series of econ3:Lc

questions. It is very obvious that a standard whicih is tecrnic-y

advanced but which is economically unreasonable can certainly not L-

considered a good standard. Because of this, it is necessary t-

calculate the economic results of carrying out standards. :rerefr--,

one deals with capital, production expenses, production costs, ri>.

wages, profits, fixed assets, losses, depreciation, circulatin.

capital, production cost-profit ratio, caIpital-profit ratio,

amortization perioi, and so on, and so or.. This reiuir~s h,",

utilization of the sciences of statistics, accounting, business

mmnagement, industriil econonics, terhnical economics, polir'

economics, wnd ther economic dizciplines. This is th- econ:,. -, n,,tir

of standards.

Generally speaking, among the contents of standardiza:ion, w,

find product standardization. This includes product quality, pro,_'-

form, product type specification series, interchangeability of

parts, and so on. In the standardization of inspection method.-, vi

find included standardization of packaging, standardization of'

technical terminology reference materials, standardization of

construction design and members, environmental protection

standardization, standardization of industrial arts, tools and
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labor-production ratio. All these things are extremely important, and

it is necessary to resolve ourselves to carry it through. The

standardization of' industrial equipment, operations, and management

systems guarantees the stability of' production, raises efficiency, is

an important element in guaranteeing quality, and it is only by the

carrying out of standardization in this respect that production quality

is guaranteed.

2. The Relationhip Between Standardization and Overall Quality Control

Standardization and quality control are two extremely important

problems for the scientific management of modern projects. The two

mutually affect each other, mutually support each other, and help each

other to be successful. Their relationship is extremely close.

If their is no standardization, then, it is not possible to

develop quality control activities. If there is no quality control,

then, the realization of quality control cannot be reliably

guaranteed. Therefore, people universally recognize that

standardization is the foundation of quality control, and quality

control is the mainstay of standardization.

At the present time, the scope of standardization work has already

developed out from the narrow realm of product technologies in the past

to the entire realm of product management. Also, from the realm of

product management, it has extended itself to the entire realm of

business management. Because of this, it is possible to recognize

in the abstract that all commonly followed regulations which are formed

from a synthesis made on the foundation of scientific research, the

results of reform or practical experimentation may all be called

standards. The realization of standardization is nothing except

requiring every process, link, work procedure, and operation in all

production, business management, and administration--every department

-and every staff member--to use standards to direct their work, to work



toward a rational utilization of the resources of our country, advanced

in technology, economically rational, reliably safe, in order to

unceasingly improve the utilization characteristics of products, to

constantly improve quality, production costs getting lower and lower,

and competitive power getting stronger and stronger. Because of this,

it is necessary to have a series of standards in order to control and

lietproduction. This set of standards is precisely the basic con-

sent of all aspects of quality control in work.

The overall purpose of quality control is to satisfy user

requirements. In our country, user requirements are published througn

technical standards at various levels or technical documents. The

various technical standards fixed for products are set on the basis of

user requirements. When enterprises initially develop overall quality

control activities, they should initially take the reaching and

surpassing of all the various product standards directed as the object

of their management struggle. In accordance with the development of

science, technology, and product techniques as well as unceasing

increases in user requirements, technical standards must go throug.

continuous revision. Each time technical standards are revised, the

quality targets for products are raised to a new level a- nd furnisha

new struggle objective for overall quality control.

Standards and standardization are the legal form of product

quality control.

When the nation carries out state controi of product quality, it

takes the necessary product quality which must be preserved and uses

standards, technical conditions and other similar types of legal models

to fix it. Moreover, from state determined, legally defined products,

to the system of testing product quality before accepting shipment, the

state regulates and defines such documents as the laws on substandard

production products and the provisions for sanctions under these laws.

Besides this, the state must also specify the legal scope of the

jurisdiction of quality control agencies, and so on. Because of this,

the state's promoting of standards and standardization is a legal

method for the carrying out of the organization and directioni of

product quality control by the state.

9



Technical standards are the overall basis for quality control.

This is beyond doubt. However, this still leaves a point in question.

It still needs to be pointed out that, due to the fact that technical

standards touch on a very wide range of areas, it is not possible for

their levels to be the most advanced at this time. This necessarily

gives rise to the situation where technical standards are lower than

user requirements. Moreover, the revision of technical standards is

also constantly falling behind the development of user requirements

over time. Because of this, it is inadequate to take the technical

standards currently in effect as the complete basis for all aspects of

quality control. Doing this gives rise to the situation where products

are unable to adequately satisfy user requirements. Under this type of

condition, according to the "1PBC Standardization Control Regulation,"~

enterprises should set up quality control standards which are more

advanced than the state standards, or the department standards (spe

cialized standards). These superior quality product standards should

be taken as the basis for all aspects of quality control to produce

superior quality products in order to satisfy user requirements.

Modern mass production is built on a foundation of advanced

science and technology and carried through and completed on the

foundation of scientific management methods. In any realm of

production, a modern enterprise, if it ignores the work of

standardization, and does not go on the track containing

standardization of enterprise management and quality control, must

necessarily create extreme blindness and confusion, even to the point

of creating economic losses. Examples of cases where standardization

was taken seriously, sincerely set up and carried through and, as a

result, economic benefits were obtained, can be very easily found in

every nation of the world and every realm of production. The

capability of scientifically explaining standardization is enormous.

Ten years ago, the Japanese Department of Standardization, in

investigative statistics for 1566 various types of activities, found

that, in large scale enterprises carrying out standardization, 78%~

obtained economic benefits, in medium sized and small enterprises

10



carrying out standardization, 66%t obtained economic benefits, and, in

enterprises with high levels of mechanization, carrying out

standardization, 85% obtained economic benefits. In 1977, the Japanese

shipbuilding industry, due to their adopting for use standardized

products in turbines, electrical equipment, instruments, and so on,

lowered the manufacturing cost of their ships by 2-3%. The NATO defense

ministers have, several times in the last few years, called

conferences on the rationalization and standardization of weapons,

recognizing that the realization of weapons standardization would make

it possible to greatly increase the combat capability of units, and, at

the same time, make it possible to avoid duplication of labor in the

test production of weapons, saving manpower, materiel, and reducing the

costs of national defense scientific research.

The work of standardization is nothing else but the requirement to

fix advanced, rational and mutually appropriate technical standards for

such aspects of various products as quality, function, product types,

and specifications, and, through the setting and implementation of

standards, to raise product quality. There is a proverb which says,

"Without a rule, you cannot make squares and circles." When we engage

in production construction, we must also follow certain technical

"1rules."1 Only then is it possible to guarantee quality and make the

work correspond to use requirements. These technical "rules"~ in

production construction are none other than technical standards.

Quality is not a type of intuitive characteristic, but it is a form of

indicating product function. It can also be seen as the effective

utility characteristics possessed by certain types of products. The

quality standard for any product embodies a unifying of the objective

utilization requirements and the conditions possible in production.

Quality standards include all factors influencing product quality:

product weight, dimensions, physical properties, chemical properties,

mechanical properties, antibiotic properties, along with production,

utilization, repair and maintenance capabilities, as well as packaging,

transport conditons, and so on. These factors, in product standards,

are all made into clear and precise regulations. Because of this, in

specifying the good and bad of a certain product, in specifying what



the effective usefulness or value of a certain product is, it is

important to look at the quality standards pertaining to that product

and to see to what degree those standards were actually realized in

production in order to reach a determination. Technical standards are

a type of common technical basis for those engaged in production

construction. They are a criterion for measuring the good and bad of

products. Products which reach and exceed standards can be called good

products. The opposite are products with no usefulness.

Each one of our socialist enterprises, in its production, must

strengthen quality control and effect a combination of quality control

and standardization. It will then be possible to obtain good quality

results. The practical experience of quite a few enterprises in tne

development of quality control clearly proves this objective rule.

However, among several comrades, the recognition of the relationship

between quality control and standardization has been unclear; their

handling of it has been inappropriate; they have ignored

standardization. Due to the fact that the work of standardization has

not caught up to the requirements of quality control, the result has

been that one hears talk of quality, but quality cannot be guaranteed.

Today quality is good. Tomorrow it turns bad. This is related to the

lack of a set of standardized industrial techniques, standard

procedures, standard inspection, and so on. Because of this, increased

attention to quality control begins with standards and ends with an

understanding of them. An adequate recognition of the effective power

and force of standardization in quality control is actually the

beginning and end of the implementation of standardization in quality

control. In this way, it is indeed possible to get clear results in

raising quality, increasing the rate of production, lowering production

costs, and broadening the sale of products.

12



Looking from the angle of quality control, standards for

enterprises can be broadly divided into two types: one type consists

of "procedural" standards (sometimes also called "management

standards"). These include various types of procedures,

responsibilities, methods, systems of regulations, and so on, and so

on, which are established in order to guarantee and increase product

quality. The other type consists of "measurement" standards (sometimes

also called "technical standards"). This type of standard is

principally used in the concrete implementation of standards in

industry. They are used to directly measure the quality of work and

the quality of products, for example, product quality standards,

pre-acceptance inspection standards, and so on.

Strengthening the work of standardization has extremely important

significance for the strengthening of quality control and the raising

of product quality. Following the development of science and

technology, the position of standardization in quality control grows

ever more important. Setting standards in wDrk generally calls for

these several types of requirements in order to make enterprises

conform to standards: (1) Authoritativeness. Standards must be firmly

established, rigorously carried out, and must not, be discretionary

matters; (2) Of the masses. Standards must be estaolshed and

carried out as a synthesis of the economic foundation and by tne a< or1

of the masses themselves; (3) Scientificness. Adejuate use must be

made of PDCA methods of work in order to give the standards -stablls.iel

an objective basis; (4) Coherency. Standards in various departments

and various areas must be coherent, consistent, and mutu3lly

coordinated. At the same time, standards must be neitner, "issued at

dawn and changed at sunset," nor unrevised for long periods. Wnen

standards are revised, it is necessary to consider coordination and

consistency with previous and subsequent standards; (5) Clarity and

precision. In the writing of standards, contents must be clear and

precise and requirements must be concrete. It is not right for them to

be abstract and ambiguous.

13



At present, the creation of products of excellent quality, quickly

surpassing advanced international levels, is the principle work of

quality control. How should we direct our efforts at standardization

in the control of quality and the creation of excellent products?

Several enterprises which have had good results have had common

experiences, that is, they have set up and firmly adhered to a system

of excellent quality standards. First, they made an investigation of

the levels of advanced standards in the world, clarifying what advanced

levels are and why they are advanced. Second, they carried out a

comparative analysis of the products of their own factories, searcning

out discrepancies, and setting out standards for products of excelent

quality. Third, they fix methods measuring how products of excein

quality conform to these standards. Fourth, they fix , serie, of

standards for excellent quality work, for example, standards f, r

excellent purchasing, standards for excellent work procdar s,

standards for excellent semi-finished goods, and so on. Fiftn, th,-y

set up high quality industrial techniques which are c-pabie of

Fu'Iranteelng the attainment of products of high quality. Sixtns

througeh th- quality guarante- syste: , t1ey rigorously ieniozti t.-

various excellent quality standards discissed above.

Through the grasping, of supervisor quality inspection., :t il.

possible to promote th, estaibLish-ient and implemernttion of sano rs;

it is possible to discover problems existing in standards, supply.%"

data for the revision of them; and, it is possibl- to m*kP finrr

quality checks and insure that substandard products do not leave in-

factory.

The department of standardization, taking nold of supervisor

quality inspections, must then participate in all aspects of quality

control. It is only in this way that it is possible to cause

standardization to combine closely with production management and

quality control. It must participate in the work of discussing and

selecting products of superior quality, and, tnrough grasping this

work, raise the quality of products in general. It must grasp tne

work of designating classes of quality, urging enterprises to

ceaselessly raise their quality and attain the existing struggl,

objectives.

14
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It goes without saying that, both insiat Cnina Ana o-utside, tner -

are delivery standards (national standards or departmental standards,

but all of these are only minimum requirements, that is, 60 percent.

Ourprisingly, it is not because foreign standards are all higner ti,.n

ours that our goods often compare unfavorably to foreign ones. Wnat

is the reason, then? One important reason is that foreign factories

all implement internal control standards. These internal control

standards are univrsally higher than the delivery standards, and tneir

control ranges are relatively narrower. Because of this, the

implementing of internal control standards makes it possible to cause

product quality to rise and be uniform and stable. Foreign faotoris

resolve 9) to 90 percent of their problems this way, causing their

products to have competitive power in intprnational and dome--sti.

Tnark-ts. This is very worthy of our eiula:ion.

Following ths deveiDpment and iisplementationr of autom'tic

tecnnology, we are in th midst of arui Igam:ating tne inspection Pr~cess

and the minuficturing process, in0Iuding the inspection process in t.
n'nufi'tiri n - pro ress. B. o'.oe rf tis, quality control rai.ed ev-nr

'r'-e't ... "e ouir-m -n-r for staind'a.r1.*z'ition. Not only mu.2!- thi n.Zt-ri a

quiity requ'rements b-, rigidly stand-ardized, the syste'n softwar f

tis ii ncu lA of inforiLati ,n. ins-iull oig por'.ln'a

[n litri Wi progr.u -z, all pres ent relui rements for higz- d.gr-s

standardization, prom ting the development of stano raization.

Postwar Japan introduced larg , amounts of advanced fcrigr

technology and business management techniques, which caused a rapid

development of Japanese industry. Later, following along with the

industrial development, they introduced a whole corresponding set of

quality control technology. In order to better bring into play tiheir

quality control capabilities, they also took standardization as their

foundation, and implemented overall quality control. Therefore, in

order to cause the work of standardization to permeate every realm of

quality control, they suggested that "today's total quality control is

nothing but the management of standardization."
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3. Standardization and Modernization

What is called modernization is nothing other than the use of

modern science and technology to arm the various departments of the

economy of our nation. The development of modernization causes science,

technology, production, and business management to form the unified

process and entity of socialist production. Therefore, changes occur

in traditional concepts of production. Practical application

demonstrates that in standardizing relevant production management

org anization, one has already created an important element in the use

of people to develop modernizetion of production. This is also the

hallmark of modernization.

The special characteristic of modernization is the socialization

of production. Fields of production become ever broader. Division of

labor become.-; ever more minute. Technology becomes more ana more

compl1 cated, and its requirements become nigher and higher. This

requires that tne scope of cooperation and coordination become larger

.nd larzer. Let us take the production of one simple product.

n from the raw maferils, it is necessary to have cooperation

4n work, and only then can one guarantee the smooth execution of

productn. Only th-n can one guarantee the ultimate quality of the

product. in tihe production of synthetic fibers, it is necessary to

have ra4 materials which meet standards. Only then is it possible to

produce monomers which meet standards. Only when one has monomers

which ,meet standards is it possible to produce good fibers. If there

is no coop-ration in the work, production by division of labor is

difficult to carry out. By the same token, if there are no standards,

cooperation in work is extremely difficult to smoothly implement. In

the production of a complicated product, from the raw materials to the

production of parts and spare parts and their supply, the production

extends to hundreds and even thousands of enterprises. In a production

process this complicated, what is it that causes them, in the dispersed

production of various types of materials and parts, to cooperate and

coordinate well enough that product quality is able to satisfy the
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requirements of later use or processing and witn tolerances close

enough to guarantee the smooth assembly of the whole machine? One

important factor is standardization which has a very important role to

play in all this. Take for example a jet engine. It is assembled fro!L

tens of thousands of parts. A jet airplane must be assembled from

hundreds of thousands of parts. Moreover, the production of these

parts, from the respective amounts of time involved to the percentage

numbers for factory production in the various places, must finally be

centralized and coordinated. In this type of complicated, multifaceted

production composite, it is possible to use systems engineering to set

up a good produc~ion organization, and, at the same time, one must, on

the basis of many and various established and implemented standards,

cause the products produced by the various production links and

production units to be orga-nically related at tne technical level,

thus guaranteeing cooperation in the work, precision without error in

the assembly of the plane as a whole, and the completed production of

the whole plane.

Modernized production is built on the foundation of advanced

technology, strict division of labor, and broad cooperation in the

work. Highly efficient .,ass production requires a high degree of

unification and coordination in the production acitivities of thle

society as a whole. Standardization is also an indispensible means of

organizing the modernization of production. Through the establishment

and implementation of various types of technical standards one takes

various production construction agencies from the technical level and

unites them organically with such aspects as scientific research,

design, production, circulation and utilization, forming a unified

whole. This guarantees that the modernization of production

construction is smoothly carried out.

Along with the heightened development level of modern science,

technology, and administration, the content of the idea of

standardization has also developed. Its scope has broadened. It not

only includes standardization of such products as are called

"hardware." It also includes what industry calls "software." A new

product, from its test production to its popularization, must initiatlly

draw out diagrams which conform to standards. Only then is there a

common technical language. It must initially make use of materials and

17



components which conform to standards. Only then is it possible to

test produce prototypes. Technical standards must be set, and the new

product must be successfully test produced. Only then is mass

production possible. Operating regulations and safety procedures must

be set. Only then can safety be guarenteed in the utilizing of new

equipment. It is seen that standardization penetrates into various

links such as scientific research, design, production, and utilization.

It is basic technical work indispensible to modernization.

The symbol of modernization is the modernization of the means of

production, that is, the mechanization and automization of production

and the modernization of industrial and agricultural organizations,

that is, the specialization and coordination of production. The

technical production levels of principal production agencies reach

advanced world levels. Amounts of principal products produced enter

advanced world ranks. Principal products, of course, are of a quality

and have production costs which give them all competitive power in

world markets. The gross nationl product reaches the level of the

main nations of the world

From these implications and signs of modernization, one can see

that what they mainly reflect is the catagory of economics. Because of

this, standardization, which acts as the main constituent component in

the management of production, has an intimate relationship with the

high degree of production automation, production specialization and

coordination, high labor-production ratio, high quality, low production

costs, and competitive power on international markets, which have been

indicated. A large amount of practical experience, both inside China

and abroad--particularly, practical experience in the modernization of

production--clarifies and demonstrates that standardization of

production in the development of production--the development of

production to a certain new stage--also develops standardization to a

new level, moving social production forward and promoting the

development of modernization in production, reachin6 a new level of
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modernization. One could say that standardization is the epitome of

modernization with modernization containing large amounts of

standardization factors and abundant standardization content. Trie

better standardization is carried out, the larger contribution it mayes

to the construction of modernization. The better standardization is,

the higher the level of modernization.

The signs of modernization also manifest themselves as specialized

cooperation in production, high efficiency, high quality, low use of

materials, and the ability to obtain large economic profits through

rela tively small investments. The realization of standardization is

one technical means of reaching these objectives. in modernized

countries, the development of specialization of production in industry

and agriculture causes production efficiency to be high, materials use

to be low, and profits obtained to be large. Standardization has an

inportant function in this. If, in foreign automotive production, thn-

average worker produces approximately ten vehicles every year, it is

related to the implementation of standardization in the automotive

industry. In modernized poultry raising, realizing the standardiz.Iti)n

of animal rearing, it is possible, within two montns, using only tw-

kilograms of standard feed, to raise a kilogran weight of chicKen 1e't.

All this explains the fact that standardization is a constituent

component of the modernization of production and manageiient, t isa

hallmark of modernization.

Standardization has a positive and important fanction in tne

development of the specialization of production. We know that one of

the important services or special characteristics of standardization is

none other than the promotion of the rational development of products,

that is, there must be a rational arrangement to a given type of

product, carrying out a reorgnization of those complicated,

confusing, backward products which are now produced. We should sift

out thp ones that need to be eliminated, and simplify and merge the
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ones that need to be simplified and merged, creating product series,

and raising the level of interchangeability of spare parts, The better-

the level of serialization of products of the same type is, and the

better the degree of interchangeability of spare parts, the larger

the scale of production can be made. This is advantageous to the

realization of specialization in production and the employment of

advanced technical equipment, realizing the mechanization and

automation of production. The specialization of production and

standardization go together and do not oppose each other. It is only

in this way that they are useful to the development of specialization

in production. If one only carries out specialization and not

standardization, the specialization will find it very difficult for it

to adequately exert its beneficial influence, even to the point of

cr-eating loos of coord'nation and waste.

in the develop:Lent of tne modernization of production in our

country, due to the coordination of requirements, there has been

an appropriat- pro'Loiion of the development of standardiz-tion,

-nd through the pratt I of est.boisning related st-nards in

prtJuotion, productive power ils ten dveIoped. Howeve:, in our

Pconomic wore, how to ievtlop coordination in order to

sof fiiertiy exert t.: ef >.cts of stanoaraization in

cord n-ti on, r- till not b-en considered by most -oI na

rias recetve3 ns.ffiient attention. This, in turn,affeots

coordination, and finilly blocks tht devlopment of product!ir.

his typ. of thing is still commonly seen. For example, the

qual ty of our raw mpterials not re-ohin ! up to stand'hrds -tffects

our processing industries, destroys coordination in work, and

creates production setbacks. There are quite a few macnine

tooled parts which also, due to sloppy enforcement of already

existing standards, have dimensional tolerances which exceed the

ranges permitted by the standards. Quality is not guaranteea,

and this affects the assembly of the entire machine, and it
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bls rin 7 in -f'-eoT t.o b'r -on the life of the proriuct. If to-e

v--r-'ous production 'units striotl-,y onservea the standaras wilict oulr

omor -I r -dy ha:3~ to r~ia-proiuo2t i:,n, thiat would glarante-::
-oord inri o(n and wooil A nave nf LUe' ~ onl tie eaizio of

modernization.

The aprea--ranc!e of ne- solentiflic and tern ~c:rn',rihit ioils c,11

certainly not te separate! fro-n tii- acur-l-t bors of t:Iose O

na ve gon- before us, ani Iarge numru,-ro- of ' nave r.e n developea and

r-ised on the founda tion. cr'e-,', ry the1 p to W:.- nave e -a of

u s, tha -,t is. , s jr-,I ne a n d t- ,n c 1o DF,) L ,I n t - I r ' -n -'71 a w ~r,
ade~uate use is made of thi:s conti.nu Ity, -t c~i sr.-w an

t e-nno'o. -y and n-w irro~ a-, ievl:_ aI -- a n -v-i' il -
a univ rs .j law. 2tnd -d re .i- f ril Iz of s 2I-nf

Teyare th s tn,- u-, cfpa lar1~je:.> rni Z-d rrt

reiu-re ora h-ngmi-- ~'--wr 1 r.- o: a1n r, )f

to- pr "ius to t d& .- -n t, 2j O r j Cr o- >saO

producti-on prep- rn, I s aauv-ant Y-t to tr 1-rte

production of n-w pr,' .. s tim for u. A it ra~e our

?Dn)'petit-*ve powA-r in T.r-,

How to even morc- juiskly d~1oand roi-an product,

and, after successfaLlyv d-; sgning and tetoouiaI not nivirl to

invest even more money anl ti!m, tis mat>.ng it psilto very

raplv go into ms product ioni7 On- of tntryru to su_-c-s in tolis i

nothing other than making usp- of st-andardizaition tiohn'que., usin C help J

from standardization to resolve all clumsy methods of work encountered

at any ti4me in the development of new products-. There is a definite

continuity in the development of science anmd tcnig.There is also

continuity in the making ofl a new produ-t. In motsituations, it is

basically not necessary to design each part by itse'lf, startine, from

scratch. Rather, onp can s elect relaten standairjs wn4ico, we already

nave, and so mak-e it po: slble to sa-- Ain I:,e andi Sa tr sOrttnin,-t

t,i- period for d-s ign tim. and te% ntoirir'- ton1-- of

p ra-cticalI -i p pl i (,at io n, bret h i ns ' id, Clr i n i on1 11d -L t ,n all d n t r at,,-rthe truthr of this- idea.



The power of standardization comes from tne effects of quite a

number of different areas. Outside China, a number of countries have

done a large amount of investigation, analysis, and researcn, wnicK

recognizes that, in carrying out standardization, nations and business

enterprises must sometimes carry out improvements and revolutions in

such areas as the industrial techniques of production, equipment, and

management. This requires the spending of investment capital.

However, the value which is created is certainly ten times, twenty

times or even fifty times the investment. This type of economic value,

with a ten-fold or more return on investment, makes it easy to

understand why nqitions with developed industry and agriculture are

willing to expend labor and materials on '.he area of standardization,

in order to receive in return even larger profits. This is the secret

of the power of standardization. We should adequately make use of the

power of standardization for the four constructive transformations of

our country, to create even more material prosperity for our people,

and even more value contributing power.

The establishment of internal quality control standards by

business enterprises can supplement the deficiencies of national

standards. For enterprises with a high level of production technology,

it is able to adequately bring into play the effects of the advanced

technology of the enterprise, extracting its hidden productive power,

producing for the nation even more high-quality products. At thle sa:nle

time, it is also capable of making progress in the revising of natio,'>d,

standards, raising the level of national standards and accumulating

adequate, reliable data. In this way, it is advantageous for the

raising of the competitive power of products and the speedy upgrading

of products. It is also advantageous to the opening of all types of

reforms in the technology and quality control of enterprises, the

transforming of technology, and the selection for use of the new

products of science and technology. It makes large contributions to

the four transformations.
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Outside China, the production coordination in industrialILy

advanced countries is already very pervasive. Moreover, tne a1.ptlo:.

and implementation of large numbers of standards causes tn-se naion-

to attain coordination and harmony. Therefore, in developing tneir

economies, they obtain such results as short production periods, hign

labor-production rates, and low production costs. In markets, they

have very great competitive power. As is the case with automobiles

produced by the Toyota Motor Co. of Japan, the rate of product series

creation and the interchangEabilitv of parts are relatively high, indI

the product types produced are relatively unchanging. Of tne twenty

thousand different types of parts for each type of automobile, 80' are

produced by different small and medium-size enterprises, rationalizing

production, with each enterprise precisely setting advanced technical

quotas on the basis of their varying productive powers and technical

strengths, specifying precise work plans, raising the rate of equipment

utilization, selecting for use and popularizing advanced management

methods, raising the level of management, organizing rythmic, balanced

production, in order to raise the quality of the automobiles, and to

guarentee low production costs. Therefore, they have competitive power

in world automobile markets. Their sales markets are very wide. They

have developed a superior position, and they have overpowered the U.S.

auto industry. At present, our country has 130 automobile production

points. This large number is the highest in the world. But, yearly

production is only 150,000 vehicles. This is due to the fact that most

of the factories produce in small lots, production technology is

backward, product quality is bad, production costs are high, and the

labor production rate is very low. The eight-ton trucks produced by

some factories, when compared with the same type of vehicle produced by

the Jinan Automotive Factory, had 20% lower horsepower, 20 higher fuel

consumption, and 25% higher production costs.
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The construction of socialist modernization is a decisive

condition for the future development of standardization. If there is

no constraiftion of modernization, the effects of standardization nave

no pla:e to exrt themselves. It could also be said that there is no

social position for standardization. At the same time, standardization

is also an indispensible foundation for the construction of socialist

modernization, and. if this foundation is not properly laid, then, the

construction of modernization can be thought of over and over again but

to no avail, can be determined on but not obtained, can be projected

but not fulfilled, can be saved for but never purchased. This, then,

is the relationship between standardization and socialist

modernization.
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Reference materials on the work of standardization, which must be known

by administrative, scientific and technical personnel. Internal

material. Must be safeguarded.

Standardization Work in the Development of New Products

-"Firmly Grasp the Standardization of New Products and Strive to Create

a New Condition of Standardization in the Weapons Industry"

-"Strive to Carry Out the Work of Standardization in the Development of

New Products"

-"The Work of Standardization in the Diagramming ot fodel Products"

-"The Methods and Realization of the Work of Standardizing the Iron

Morse Motor Vehicle Product"

-"The Status of the Work of Standardization in the Development by Our

Factory of an Electric Meter for Popular Use"

-"Product Design Should Strive As Much As Possible for

Interchangeability and Standardization of Spare Parts"

Compiled by the Standardization Research Institute of the Weapons

Industry Department April 1936
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EDITORS' EXPLANATION

This set of materials was compiled to be used in conjunction witY.

the "Weapons Industry Standardization Work Exhibition."

Standardization is a product of industrialization and modernizati on.

In managing the progress of modernization and industrial modernization,

it acts as the technical basis of the work and has already become a

basic accomplishment which must be firmly grasped by engineering and

technical personnel. It is a fundamental branch of knowledge which

must be thoroughly understood by management personnel. In order to

accomplish this, we have examined a number of standardization

publications, articles, and textbook essays, selecting those with

strong practical applicability, universal significance and relevent

content. We have compiled these into a book. Because of time, we

cannot but fail to mention the many contributors and references to which

we are indebted.
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"Firmly Grasp the Standardization of New Products and Strive to Create

a New Condition of Standardization in the Weapons Industry"

Chief, Departmental Standardization Research Institute Wu Qinxin

When the Central Military Committee stipulates that, concernineg

the construction of the national defense industry, we are to carry out

the guidance that "in the shortened war line, the important point which

leaps out is to firmly grasp scientific research and speed up

renovation," the central problem becomes renovation. In the

shortened war line, the important point which leaps out is to firmly

grasp scientific research in order to renovate weapons equipment and

in order to speed up the renovation of weapons. At present, the

weapons industry has made progress in implementing and carrying out the

guidance to "unite the military and the people" and to "go to the

people to protect the military." Moreover, the best and most positive

way to "protect the military" is to renovate weapons and equipment.

One could say that, in grasping "renovation", in the broad view, and in

the development of military strategy, one has taken hold of the basic

link in the modernization of weapons and equipment. Since the central

question is renovation, then the standardization of weapons and

equipment must necessarily also look to renovation, serve renovation,

and revolve very closely around the renovation of weapons and

equipment. Then it will be comprehensive standardization work whichl

revolves around new weapons products and the new materials, new

industrial techniques, and new technologies used by them in the

development of the whole process. Looking back on the practical exec

ution and realization of this work in the last few years, we should

acknowledge that we should go at the work of standardization from the

apsects of laying the foundation, raising the level, looking for

benefits, and developing new products.
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1. We must organize with all our strength to set des3gs st'ni"

for weapons products. We must first set up design models an 

technical requirements which must be adhered to in the desigi of n'-A

product- in order to put out a unified controlling regulation AfI-

this, we must edit a book of diagrams of parts, components ,ns

assemblies which are interchanceable or meet typical structures ;11,

standards. Then, we should edit a weapons design handbook wh.

summarizes practical experience in the design of new we-,pons and

absorbs advanced foreign design thinking and design methods.

2. We must conduct scientific research centering around n-A

products and speedily establish basic standards for new prodac:.

Daring the process of the test production of new produait5, it is

necessary to prepare fundamental standards such as produ- t

nomenclature, diagram symbols, code representations, signs n :,

diagram types and setups, as well as structural elements, and t.,ir

optimu:n formation into series, and so on. It is necessary to rginl:

Dur strength to tightly grasp their establishment.

3. We must organize to establish a property testing method for n

products. In order to precisely evalutate the functional capabi

of new weapons products, and in order to rigorously insare tihe de, cgn

and production quality of new products, it is necessary to est: lisr a

series of property (capability) test procedures 'the target range le-t

method, the t-sting station test method, environmental test, meti~ois,

and so on) and to set up quality control and malfunction analysis

standards. In this way, it is then possible to precisely evalut- ani

judge new products, and also to supply a reliable basis for tin-

unceasing conquest of existing problems with new products in tnr

process of test production.

4. We must organize to establish protection and packaging

standards for new products. Sumnarizing the results of scientific

research on the protection and packaging of new products and absorbing

advanced technical achievements in protection and packaging from inside

and outside China, we must make and establish a set of standards for

protection and packaging of new products, setting up a systeB of

standards for protection and packaging which reaches modern levels.
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. W- muqt estibii.sh an optimiz-ition systen for the usi:e

,'v<p.n-nits, tho exterlor appendig s, tht borrowed comporents ail t.-

prio.]ip: material.s in new we-ipons products.

. We must, a~cording to specialty, respectively establisr s.-r,--

of weapons component standards. Weapons use standard corcponents, and
* ey should, as much as possible, make use of national interchangable

stindard components. Concerning the parts of requirements for new

W---pons products which cannot be completely satisfied by the use of tn-

struc'tures, standards, or capabilities of standard components, it is

possibl- to consider, on the bs's of the special characteristics and

r, iaremnts of weapons and equipment, to establisn a system of

s- nd-rd components for weapons use. For example, guns us-- standard

2o-rpDnents, the.'r carrying vehicles usH standard components, the

milltary use opt. a'i instrunents us standard components, and so on.

7 . We mu~t co:npile materials on standards used by new weapon.s

produi--c*q and edit a standardizition handbook for weapons

9. We must organize to set up reliability methods standard. for

Swe-pons produris. Concerning thp reliability design of weapons

p-Dluzt,-', th-Ir rilabili+y ,n-lysis, their reliability testing lnd

reliability evaluation, we must set up a series of st,-ndards.
According to the status of w)rk requirements, it is possible to first

set up the rea-i'bility stanlards for basic component and unit systems,

fir example, the standards for the reliability of fuses. Extending

even up to the reliabiiity stindards for compli-atea systes, it is

possible, on the basis of a consideration of tne concritt situation, to

select model products, c'arry out spot tests, gatht-r experience,

gradually set up (words missing)

9. We must do r-search into setting up management standards for

new weapons products. Taking scientific research to .uarantee the

quality of new prodcts as our focus, we must set up a series of

management standards for new products, for example, experimental

reports to document derived principles, general regulations summarizing

requirements, calculation documents showing derived principles, and so

0..
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10. We must do research into setting up evaluation standarih for

new weapons products. Concerning the advanced nature of the new

products, their reliability, a comprehensive analysis of tneir econouic

characteristics, methods of evaluation, p:inciples which must be

inaintained, and so on, we must put out a unified regulation. Nioreover,

this should serve as a guiding document in order to direct us in a

precise, rational, scientific evaluation of new products.

In summary, the standardization of new weapons products is a very

broad realm of work, and th.-re is a great deal of work to do. in

'nil~tary strategv, there is a need to set up a number of lofty,

far~s~~e1n , lon--rang designs ani calculations. However, tactically,

we must draw out the practical, and make our way forward one step at a

time. Of course, one must first select the breakthrough point. One must aim

in tL&- direction of the main attack. The starting point must be hig.,

nJ tle advance must be orderly. One must concentrate advantageous

forces, one by one. on the breakthrough. The grasping of the

standardization of new weapons products is a change in strategy froa

"lfiter the fact" standardization to "before the fact" standardization,

from final standardization to initial standardization, fromn various

separate standardizations to a comprehensive standardization. It is an

attempt at the dynamic, systematic standardization of a~l personnel ano

processes. It is a change toward giving the work of standardization -

fundamental nature. It is not difficult to imagine, on tht pat:. of our

forward advance, how we might meet with a good number of prouitrLs ar.a

difficulties. We believe that we have the guidance of the higher 1 evel

departments involved and their support in aspects concerned. We believ

that we have the common efforts of scientific research personnel and

standardization personnel and that we will be able to eliminate tn-.2

difficulties and unceasingly make new achievements. Moreover, we wil

take these and make a breakthrough, creating a new situation in the

standardization of the weapons industry.
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"Strive to Carry Out the Work of Standardization in the Development of

New Products"

Jialing Machine Plant

Our plant has a history of weapons industry of more than forty

years. Before 1979, the civilian products put out at our plant did not

account for 5% of the total value of our products. Since the Party's

eleventh full "San Zhong" conference, we have decided to resolutely

implement the guidance to "unite the military and civilian," and we have

tried producing 2.5 horsepower CJ50 type Jialing light motorcycles.

Moreover, in a very, very short period of a few years, we have developed

one after another a s-ries of new products for the Jialing light

motorcycle. During the process of the development of these new

products, we, from beginning to end, firmly grasped the development of

the work of standardization, causing tle work of standardization to be

the developmiient of the new products Moreover, the economic benefits

which we obtained produced positive contributions. Below is a simple

report on several of our methods and superficial conclusions.

1 . Standardization in the grasping of plans and the determaination

of policy

In the past, the standardization work for the development of new

prodicts in our plant was always handled only after the stage of the

completion of the design documents. The result of this was: "The wood

has already been made into a boat." Shall we change it? If we change

it, there will be all sorts of difficulties. If we do not change it, we

will not meet requirements. In order to turn around this passive sort

of situation, we, in the development of this new Jialing Motors product,

from the very beginning of our determining its design, positively

developed the work of standardization to the point where nothing was

done before standardization was carried out.
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The height of the degree of standardization of new products has a

very strong relationship to the planning and setting of policy in the

initial period of the development of new products. Our factory, when

it was specifying the design plans for new motor vehicle products,

actively sought out the opinions of standardization personnel. Each

time there was a meeting, standardization personnel cane in full force

and participated actively. Our factory treated opinions concerning

standardization with relative respect. Moreover, we sincerely

researched the various requirements raised by standardization. For

example, when we decided on a CJ5OB-type design plan, tne

standardization side brought up the use of a continuity coefficient

indicator to carry out the requirement to check up on products. The

lealership and the principal design personnel all took the idea very

seriously. They did sincere analysis and research and agreed to carry

out an attempt at it.

2. Standardization in the design making phase

Standards are the foundation of design work. The quality of

standardization work relates directly to the level of advancement and

rationality of designs or the lack of those qualities. Because of

this, design departments and standardization departments must combine

their forces and cooperate.

In the developing of new products by enterprises, design

departments must base themselves on conditions specified by policy

plans. In the design of the final product, it is necessary to

adequately consider the requirements of standardization.

Standardization departments should take the initiative and coordinate

with design personnel. To help design personnel resolve optimization

problems in designs and to cause design personnel to make maximum

utilization of currently existing design blueprints, also, to cause

maximum possible serialization of current production blueprints,

standardization, when it appears to cause the use of parts with similar

capabilities, should be considered by design personnel in standardizing

dimensional tolerances and so on. In this way, through the cooperation

of design departments and standardization departments, it is possible

to cause the work of standardization to develop through a normal cycle:

establishment--announcement--implementation. For example, we have



set design standards which are appropriate and easy for d-sign

personnel to understand. We have supplied a table for the use of b- -

product materials and a comparative table for the selection rnoie.- for

materials and spare parts for products of the same type within Cnina.

In addition, we have also supplied standards for the materials

optimization of product types and the principal capability and

specifications data for every type of model )f motor vehicle outside

China, and we have unceasingly reported materials on develophent

changes. We supplied production blueprints for similar types of

domestic products and, in cases worth considering, design books for

automobiles, diesel engines and so on, as well as design standard

handbooks, basic product part classification handbooks, and so on, and

so on. In this way we caused design personnel to be able, in the

design of new products, to primarily use their energy and time to take

care of actual design work, greatly shortening the auxiliary time for

looking up materials, researching articles, and searching for data.

Moreover, standardization personnel also helped in supplying handbooks

on the utilization of raw materials, spare parts, and semi-finished

products, as well as such materials as design books in order to pronote

the implementation of existing standards in design.

Our factory, in the development of new products, also turned its

attention to the investigation of the current situation and market

estimates and established a product quality information feedbac

system. On the foundation of adequate investigative research, we

executed production, and took test-produced sample vehicles and sent

them to users to be tested. From these checks on product quality, we

improved new products and opened up new avenues of development. Market

investigation and prediction, product design and test production,

materials supply and product production, product sale and repair and

maintenance service--these four links use stand.ardization to organize

themselves into an organic whole, forming a cycle.

When carrying out market investigations, it is necessary to ai.Q

toward the bringing out of a unified investigative program to develop

some sort of new product. The general contents are: 1. A comparison

of product competitiveness, what the strong points of our factory's

products are, including what we should dovelop in the future. 2. A

comparison of product competitiveness, wat the weak points of our
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f _tory' s products art, including what we chould develop in the future.

Aft r tha, , on- car es cut an analysis and organization of the status

of the narket org'niz't ions. ne carries out an orgtnizitior. of the

D-aterials collected, and onp calculates trhe life of principal

components (engines, transmission boxes, and so on). After that, on

the basis of the results of investigations, one specifies items to be

itaproved, and selects the meatsures for carrying tne improve.ents out.

One establishes definitive standards, organizes developmental designs,

carries out test production, production, marketing, and so on, with

such links forming a systematic cycle.

The process of developing new products is nothing else than the

carrying out of a standardization plan. Standardization should

permneate tha development process fron beginning to end.

Tn order to inake every technical and economic indicator of new

products advanced and reasonable, satisfying the performance

reiu rements of consumer-,, it is necessary, as much as possible, to

reise the standardized level of new products in the areas below:

1. Take the opinions on improvements in various aspects, wricn are

gathered concerning product quality by the market researcih stracture

and put them together to induce implied solutions. Taking thr same and

similar requirements from different users under different conditions

and making them the information content of standardization, facititate

raising the standardization level of new products.

2. In the development of new products it is desired to obtain

Pconomic benefits as early as possible. Because of this, one should

conbine the actual situations of the enterprises in question or of

associated management enterprises, in order to pay adequate attention

to product continuity, guarantecin, to the maximum extent their

pos ress ion of the results of standardization, therefore, raising the

level of standardization of new products.



3. In order to shorten the design period, as much! use as ps,-sioie

should be ,n'ale of basic product structural elements in ori-er to r~ui

stuurlemntary design time for cutting tools', clamps, measureents,

and molds, as well as reduc in, the a".iount of work in m'nufacturin-, s.o

as to obtain faster speed, lower production costs, and better quLiity

in the manufacture of new products with definite competitive

capabilities.

4. On the basis of the requirements for the development of new

products, in certain sections of redesigning, one should carry out

research and analysis as well as unification and induction so as to

make necessary simplifications.

5. Attention should be paid to the utilization of tie results of

technical reforms, optimizing the structure of the ccns-uuttnt parts of

new products, and, as much as possible, making parts witri similar

functions also have similar structures, causing the spare parts system

to become serialized.

3. Review of Standardizat ion -Before tne Coipl.tion of Design

Regulations

One must quickly and unceasingly develop the preinsp -tiorl Df , two

characters unreadable) sketches and technical docanents. Al ong witn

the carrying out of the test production of products, the cre-ition and

arrangement of sketches and technical docutients must be developed in
all aspets The work of standardization at this stage must pay

attention to grasping "critical moments," and, when the moment arrives,

standardization personnel must exert their full efforts to nelp design

personnel resolve problems related to standardization regulations on

time. This is particularly true in situations where there are a lot of

new personnel making diagrams. Due to the fact that they do not

understand enough about the requirements for design documents, there

is an even greater need for the timely setting up of specialized

classes introducing the relevent requirements. In strengthening tne

preinspection of diagrams and technical documents, it is possible to

avoid, after the carrying out of maiiufcturing and finishing, a passive

situation requiring the readjustment of designs, in order to guarantee

the quality of design documents.
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rIn carrying out an examination of standardization before toe

designation of design forms, it is not only possible to predict thi

technical level of the industrial techniques in the manufacture of new

products, but it is also possible to do analysis and research or to

limit the excessively high requirements which designers can raise over

and above practical situations. For example, in the preliminary

investigation we did in the selection of precise dimensions for the

CJ50B product, we discovered that, in the entire vehicle, the parts

having tolerance requirements in their dimensions (called tolerance

dimensions) were a total of 1481. Among these, those matching

corresponding standardized tolerances (called standard tolerance

matches) were 1051 or 71% (matching 185 requirements). Tolerances

selected on the basis of experience (that is, not fitting standard

tolerances) were 57 or 3.9%. Standards not selected according to

standard dimensional divisions (called dimensional division tolerance

non-matches) were 373 or 25%. Non-coordinated dimensional tolerances

selected for use were a total of 830 dimensions. Among these, those

machined parts having degrees of precision at the IT11-14 level were

Y' . Punched parts were 86%. Plastic parts were 85o. We also

discovered that, among the machined parts with non-standard dimensions,

tiere were 5 at the IT5 dimensional level. There was one plastic part

at the 176 dimension level.

During our initial statistical anaylsis, we also took a close look

at the selection of form tolerances. We considered a total of 13

elements. Arranging them on the basis of their selection in the order

of their number, they were: verticality, coaxiality, mean trip motion,

cylindricity, planality. Qualities of these 7 types accounted for 97,

of the total all together and respectively accounted for 28% to 6% of

the total.

Through preinspections, the process of analytic comparison between

new products and basic products is aided, and one reaches a unification

and optimization of the quantities concerned.
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4. How to develop the work of standardization in practical termus

Standardization activities in enterprises must be intimately

related with the actual situation of the enterprise &nd the tecnnical

work of production. Because standardization, in and of itself, has a

certain restraining force, in the process of developing

standardization, it is necessary to resolutely face the production at

hand, seek the facts, and consider the whole situation, taking a

rational attitude, with mutual cooperation, in order to seek out unity

and promulgate relevant regulations. In order to make technical

documents unified, mutually coordinated, guaranteeing the quality of

cooperative products, and synthesizing the concrete situation, we take

product standardization and divide it into the five aspects set out

below:

1. Enterprise standards: standards carried out within the scope

of an enterprise.

2. Internal control standards: technical standards for foreign

trade goods and goods of excellent quality.

3. Specialized technical conditions: technical conditions

governing the manufacture and acceptance of specialized parts.

4. Technical conditions for acceptance inspections: between

enterprises, on the basis of manufacturing and acceptance inspections

of serialized parts, if a revision is required, it must go tnrough

discussion and examination in a technical coordination meeting.

5. Technical agreements: in order to establisn a basis for

specialized technical details, and, taking as the first require:ment tne

guaranteeing of the basic capabilities of product parts, mutual

agreement is required from all cooperating factories. Generally

speaking, there is an agreement signed which is effective within the

period specified by the agreement.

5. Effecting standardization in technical cooperation
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mur f'itory, in the introduction of foreign technology and The

.-ylng2 out of technical cooperation, has paid great attention to "the

,1:portanc> of introiucing and digesting technology," and "the

s{maLfl'3u.3 advancement of technology and management." In the work of

introducing technological materials and production technology, we

firmly maintained, in our selection for use, four principles of

ttvanced standards:

1. The principle of equivalence of selection in the carrying out

of product standards and testing methods.

2. The principle of generally equal effectiveness in selection for

use of basic standards such as terminology, symbols, tolerances, and

plans for the assembly of machinery, as well as international units

when considering the Chinese situation.

3. The principle of taking technical conditions and quality

indicators which are advantageous to raising the level of production

and substituting them into enterprises, to include partially related

principles.

4. The principle of generally not lowering standards in

enterprises which are higher than foreign quality targets and

requirements, except in unreasonable cases.

Due to the fact that we have firmly maintained the four principles

above, we have obtained clear economic results and benefits, we have

caused products to be greatly improved in their external appearance, we

hlave added safety -uarantee systems, we have improved the economic

n-ture of struc tures and products, and their reliability and durability

have also shown clear increases.

6. Several points to be understood in the development of new

produicts

1 . Leadership emphasis is the key to standardization work.
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In the development of new products, the carrying out of

standardization has very great significance for the raising of product

quality, for the shortening of the periods of test manufacture, for the

lowering of production costs, and for raising economic benefits.

However, standardization touches on design, materials supply,

manufacturing, marketing, and other similar departments. Results cannot

be achieved in all these areas at one time. Also, in this work, we will

meet with various types of difficulties. Because of this, the main

attention of leadership is on the key work of standardizing the

development of new products. For example, once design work has begun on

second-generation products, when the factory leadership is working on

designs, they clearly announce that standardization personnel are

equally responsible for the project, and they require the design

personnel and the standardization personnel to combine their efforts and

cooperate. The result is that the development of the work of

standardization is relatively smooth, and the results are quite obvious.

2. Unified thought recognizes that the obvious target is to

guarantee the carrying out of the work of standardization.

Design personnel and standardization personnel ought to form an

intimate relationship. In order to make this point clear,

standardization personnel must first pay attention to their own

responsibilities and position. They must use reason to serve people.

They cannot use their rights to choke people off. Their primary

motivation must be to serve the design personnel. They must recognize

that standardization is not an end in itself, but that it is a type of

means or measure to promote the advancement of the work. For example,

in order to shorten the assistance time for design personnel, we supply

beforehand design reference materials with data on the principal

capabilities and specifications of several hundred types of motor

vehicles at current foreign levels, various types of handbooks, books of



diagrams, basic product materials, standard components, interchangeable

components, components purchased abroad, and so on, to be used as design

materials, to cause design personnel to feel all around them the fervent

service of standardization personnel. Design work and standardization

cannot be separated from each other. Therefore, the establishment of an

intimate relation between them causes them to know and become aw' ire of

the significance and responsibility of the work of standardization.

3. A thorough knowledge of the work of standardization is an

important condition for the completion of that work.

If one wants to carry out the work of standardization, it is

necessary to pay attention to the personal development of

standardization personnel. Besides taking charge of their own

particular standardization work, it is necessary for them to firmly

grasp specialized technology and understand production management

activities. If this does not happen, then it is not possible for them

to speak to the details of an issue or establish the legitimacy of

standardization. (Originally carried in "Weapons Standardization" 1964

reprint.)



"The Work of Standardization in the Diagramming or Model Products"

General Engineer, Gao Feng Machinery Plant, Wang Ruifang

Beginning in 1978, our factory began taking responsibility for the

mission oa cfiagramning ten types of tools for the drilling and

dredging of oil wells. These products were all produced by the U.S.

Bowen Company. Their structure was advanced and their capabilities

were excellent. Their operation was simple, and they were safe and

reliable. Their work efficiency was high, and they were greatly

welcomed by oil field workers. Among the new types of standard,

serialized dredging tools of the Second Level Directorate of the

Ministry of Petroleum, there were twenty types of new tools. Among

these, our factory produced 11 or 55%. Looking at the serial numbers

already produced, the products of our factory accounted for 45t of the

total. Because of this, the model products diatirammed by our factory

have made a definite contribution to the development of these products.

Tn the attaining of these results, the work of standardization has

played a very great role.

Practical experience over the last few years has. taught us that:

1. In the diagramming of model products, it is necessary to

strictly follow the standard order for the diaoramming of model

products, raising the technical management level.

From practical experience, we have put together a standard

procedure for the diagramming of model civilian products.

The diaeramming of model civilian products and the designing of

military products not only have common principles, but also have their

special areas. The stress should be laid on the technical design

stage. Because of the fact that the principles for the designing of

model products are well known, feasibility is tested through practical

experience, and design plans are unique. It is only necessary to take

a good grip on technical design, and, basically, one has laid a
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successful foundation for the diapramming of model products. Moreover,

operating strictly according to the standard procedure for the

diapramming of model civilian products, it is possible to snorten the

time period and reduce losses. However, in enterprises in the weapon3

industry, it is easy to take this point too lightly. Our factory has

learned this lesson well. In early 1979, beginning with the technical

preparations, the leadership, in order to save time, raised the slogan,

"fixed designs and fixed industrial processes carried out at the same

time." The result was exactly the opposite of what they intended. Due

to the fact that the tool machine shops were unable to supply large

amounts of specialized equipment on time, they were forced to make the

production machine shops make their own test production using no small

amount of substitute equipment. After a period of time, tool units

were overstocked by more than ten thousand yuan worth of equipment with

no one to ask how or why. These contradictions involving manufacturing

industrial techniques, equipment design personnel, tool units and

production workshops, frustrate the positive attitudes of design

personnel, and, not only create losses, but also, delay the pace of

test production, and, to a certain degree, adversely affect market

competitiveness.

2. The technice! level of standardization of product design

personnel is the decisive factor in the work of standardizing the

diagramming of model products. Because of this, the carrying out of

standardization education and standardization technical training is

very appropriate.

The production technology for drilling and dredging tools was a

new field for the technical personnel of our weapons industry. At the

same time, these foreign products were advertised as so-called "trump

card" products, and, to a certain extent, they restricted our thinking.

Because of this, when carrying out the diagramming of model products,

there are two different types of thinking in existence. One type is to

diagram once without variation. The other type is to combine the

concrete conditions of our nation and our factory in carrying out the
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work of standardization, aggressively improving the various irrationil

aspects, causing themn to correspond to simplified and unifLed

principles, and making these products our own. Going through a

certain work and unifying our knowledge, we recognize that it is not

our object to totally imitate. Our object is to thoroughly absorb and

understand the capabilities and requirements of products, adopting

their strong points and combining our own practical improvements fro-n

old products to design new products. It is only in this way that it is

possible to meet the requirements imposed by technology. Because of

this, in design dia~ramminp, during review research into design

diagrams, one continuously implements the "three transformations"

requirements for the products, guaranteeing product diagran and design

qut-lity, and speeding up the pa, of test production.

*

'

Fig. 1 1 . Written Diagram Mission Statement 2. DNagrarnmin'i 3.
Technical Design 4. Technical Production Preparations 5. Test

Production 6. Comparative Testing 7 Evaluation and Fixing of Foru

8. Small-Scale Production and Fixing of Industrial Techniques 9. Mass

Production 10. Sale
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1. Unity of Structure

Among the ten products which we diagrammed, the principal parts:

belonged to the cylinder-sleeve type. Some internal cavity stractures

were similar. In spite of the fact that, when diagrammed, 'their

internal structural dimensions were different, and the functions and

capabilities of the products were different, we recognize that it is

only necessary to get a good grasp on the functions and requirements of

products produced as well as on the functions of spare parts and it is

possible to eliminate the differences existing in the original

structures and make them uniform. Taking the cavity sleeves of the

YSJ70 hydraulic punch and the YJQ70 accelerator device as an example,

after we carried out a good number of revisions and unifications on

these two types of products, not only did we eliminate the need for

several high precision pieces of equipment, but we also guaranteed

product quality, and did a series of test production experiments which

were successful. The North China oil fields have used these two types

of machine products to cause the elimination of accidents in the last

few years and to prepare oil field3 which have been declared

unproductivH. A dputy ge-ner-l engine-r was sent on a special trip to

explain to everyone that these two types of products, although they

have not been accepted in fixed form as yet, must, however, still be

used as sample products. Several score were ordered at one time.

2. The Universalizing of Parts

The universalizing of parts causes products to have excellent

universal applicability, mutual interchangeability, and is an important

link in the standardizing of diagramming and design. It is an important

means of carrying out the development of products. As well as the

example of the YSJ7O and the YSQ70 mentioned above, direction guide

rods are the direction guidance parts for the two types of products,

guaranteeing their normal operation. They also are components of the

pressure seal structure. The diagrammed dimensions for the direction

guide rods of these two types of products and their dimensions and pre-

cision after unification are as shown in Fig. 4 and Table 2.
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With very small revisions and the unification of dimensions, we

made dual purpose components. Besides this, we carried out

univers-±lizatioi work on the seal structure components, nut gaskets,

shock gaskets, lower connector heads, and other important part3 of the

same type.

Fig. 2

PA4 A 8 c D F G H I R

~S7Q23 O'12.5 96.5 1 4 ~ilG4 44-11. 4i S,~

N'JV-0-23 .0 1 :3 . 5 ilG 4 112d 6611D. 4, t , 7"' ' 3 0 L

1~ t C 3 0 13 94 117 1l0f 4 4V. 1

Table 1 1. Product Part 2. After Unification

3. Production of Materials in China

In the diagramming of model products, that the materials selected

should be domestically produced as much as possible, is another one of

the principles of our work of standardization. Due to the fact that
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the products introduced are urgently needed for use in the oil fields,

it is not permissible to carry out analyses of the chemical components

and the physic-tl characteristics of the materials in each of the parts.

We, on the basis of the functions of the parts, and, keeping the

guaranteeing of product quality uppermost, exerted as much effort as

possible to select for use the necessary technical measures to use our

set of national standards and avoid the importation of materials. The

manuals for the products we have introduced point out that the main

materials are high quality alloy steels which go through special heat

treatment. The material in the U.S. well drilling tools which were

introduced by the Ministry of Petroleum was mostly AISI standard 4140

and 4130 alloy structural steel. The chemical components of these

steels are basically the same as those in the Metallurgy Ministry

standards 42Crw, 35CrMc, and 30CrNI The mechanical

characteristics were also similar. Related materials introduced

within our domestic well drilling tools were, for the most part.

42Ck, and 35Crk. Because of this, we selected these two types of

mater-ias to be our basic materials. Moreover, for actu.l parts, we,

then, on the basis of differing functional requirements, selected

special surface treatment measures such as plating, coating, and

carburization.

As far as the material quality of the key components of these

introduced products are concerned, besides ':7rryin- oat the work of

comparing the similar standards described above, we must also struggle

to obtain the durability of the U.S. products, carrying out analytic

tests to obtain reliable numerical data and, later, make a precise choice

of materials.

4. The Change to Domestic Production of Serialized Products and

Basic Device Components

Due to the fact that U.S. industry is relatively developed, their

technical standardization is relatively advanced. Moreover, standards

in our country are incomplete. The product types produced from basic

parts, their specifications and their relative comparison all leave

something to be desired. There are many products tile parts for which,

have capabilities which still await iaprovement. Because of this, the

dia~ramminp of new products contains a large number of problens whcli

are handled by electromechanical serialized products and liquid
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pressure components. We recognize that, on th basis of product

craracteristics, and on the foundation of a well digested

un~er>3taning, we should give adequate consideration to our do'nestic

serialized parts and their mutualinterchangeability svstemso It is

preferable to partially revise designs, and we must, with the broadest

scope possible, search out domestic sources of products or fixed

production plants. It is only necessary to choose to use positive,

prudent guidance, and it is possible for us to adequately set up

domestically to make it not only possible to reduce unnecessary

importations, but also, when users do preventive taintenance, to make

It e&3y to find serialized parts, and, in this way, simaultaneously

advance technical characteristics without being influenced by

importations and increase economic benefits.

Model products diagrammed by our factory share in common with the

CxT14JD type disassembly and loading test apparatus 1229 parts of 310

types. Among these, there are 720 parts of 96 types which were

purchased abroad. Personnel designing these products take the-:e

foreign purchased parts and divide them into tnr:e types in order to

handle tiles. Ont type is fastening parts, bearings, generators, and

types of high-pressure rubber tubing. All these things correspond to

selected domestic standards. Because of the problem of material

quality (for example, fastening parts) they are manufactured

domestically, guaranteeing quality. Altogether, there are 73 types in

this catagory. The second catagory is plunge pumps, sintered filters,

self-sealing connector heads, pressure gaucs, and so on, for a total

of 17 types of products for which there are similar doaestically

produced items. However, the characteristics of these do not match

requirements. We invite cooperation in the improving of factory

production, forming a domestic enterprise standards system. The third

catagory is multi-path, variable direction valves. Domestic production

still lacks the products we need. However, we understand that, in

Tianjin, a certain valve factory and a certain research institute are

currently engaged in the cooperative test production of a similar type

of product. We present the characteristics required and the relevant,

numerical data, and, we invite them to ,go into test production.

Because of this, within a short time, positive metsures will Oe taken
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to turn all parts bought outside China into domestically produced

products. The goods supplied satisfy the various technical

characteristic targets for the CxT140 equipment, causing -i test

prodcction of diagrammedmodel products to be successful. They ha-ve

been warmly welcomed by users.

To summarize what has been said above, striving to raise the level

of standardization of engineering and technical personnel, adequately

transferring the initiative from several areas, is the key to completing

the work of standardization in the diagramming of model products.

3. Adequately Exert the Initiative of Specialized Standardization

Personnel and the Vast MIajority of Engineering and Technical Personnel.

Establish Standards for Interchangable Technical Materials in Civilian

Products and Enterprises. Strictly Adhere to Product Quality

Ctandards. Simplify the Work of Technical Preparations. Raise

Management Efficiency.

Standardization personnel shoild really participate in the entire

process of technical work beginning with the product diagramming. This

is an important means of imnplementlng tie staindardization of product

design. Staniardization personnel should, when diagramming and

designing products, clearly bring out in products the requirements of

the three transformations , and, it is necessary for them to implement

several levels of standards. After technical design, one should

strictly carry out standardization inspections and checks of diagrams.

Besides checking the status of implementation of the various levels of

standards, one should put sp-cial inspection emphasis on whether or not

broad use is being made of familiar or fixed design plans or structura!

plans. One should check on the technical characteristic targets and

quality targets for products, bring out a standardization inspection

report, prepare the necessary product evaluation documents, aLnd present

to the responsible leadership suggestions on standardization for the

present and the future.
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In our diagramming of the - modt.l product, along the bas-

of the drill punch device, we also de,;ign -  long tne drill
4

Before designing, the standardization personnel clearly bring ou t

requirements below:

1. Implement and enforce Ilready promulgated and effective

standards of various types.

2. Pay attention to product continuity. To as great an extent as

possible, maintain the standardization results from basic products.

Newlv diagrammed and designed products, on the basis of structure and

function, have carried out on them induction, unification ani

limitation. To the greatest extent possible, selection should bc m-sde

of standardized and interchangeable parts.

5. 0-shaped sealing rings and their sealing structures sh-ould

select for use the ISO standard.

4. In order to carry out the work of implementing the new nationt-,!

standard "Tolera nces and Their Coordination " in the transition phase,

one selects for use alrea-dy s'and-ird'zel coordinating symbols as 4eli

as the standardized numerical value method. In induistrial proc---

docu'nents, it is possible to simply point out the numerical values of

the tolerances.

5. In the diagranr.in.g, of model products or tie designing of .

of prolucts, one should implement priority number sytems LQ. or r to

"'educe the types of fixed va{lue cutting tool products.

6. Attention must be paiid to s.i-i things as the t oierancs in

dioensions, angles, and cirular agl on tni b 1 s sof acarry.ns,

into effect of the tecnnicati conaitions in manufctuuring I

preacceptance inspections of petroleum areaging tools.

7. 'trict adherence to the product serial number syst,..

In order to transfer the positive attitude of relevant technical

personnel, the spirit of opposing the hindering of production, with

eaco per -on going his own way, influencing the implementation of

standardization requirements for the diagramming of model nroducts, our
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our factory also carried out standardization education of Key tchicaI

personnel to make them aware of directing work according to thi,

principles of standardization. Because of this, the broad masse3 of

technical personnel in our factory are able to positively taKe thie

initiative in coordinating with the standardization office, creating

factory-wide technical materials or factory standards. Everyone

recognizes that the combining of military and civilian requirements is

the long-term guidance for the weapons industry, and the establishment

of various kinds of universal technical materials for dredging and

drilling tools must certainly be carried out. After the designing of

the first batch of products is finished, we continually set the

universal technical conditions and enterprise standards which are

mentioned below:

1) Technical materials for the test production and acceptance

inspection of dredging tools 2) Technical conditions for the sealing

system of dredging tools 3) 0-shaped sealing rings and their

structural design principles 4) Technical conditions for the metallic

iaterliIs used in dredging tools 5) Materials substitution system and

charging methods for dredging tools 6) Screw thread connection

structure 7) Seal test connector head standards 8) Safety wire

standards on dredging tools 9) Unversal industrial techniques for

product rustproofing, oil seals, and packing 10) Universal industrial

assembly techniques for dredging tools 11) Connector head screw thread

standards for dredging tools 12) Universal industrial techniques for

the phosphorizing of dredging tools 13) Universalization of dredging

tools 14) Priority number system (Compressed national standard) 15)

Normal screw threads and tube screw threads.

After creating the types of materials described above, we caused

the production of civilian goods at our factory to go from diagrams.

designs and raw materials into our factory, receiving another

acceptance inspection, and then, to finished products, which received

another acceptance inspection. From parts processing and assembly to

exterior fittings, there were clear and precise quality requirements

and acceptance inspection standards. Personnel organizing systems for

industrial techniques clearly specified that the tpchnical requirements
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for parts and finished products be included in industrial techniquae

documentation. Because of this, we prepared a reliable basis for

guaranteeing product quality. The establishment of testing standards

provided a basis for the designing of test equipment. The compressing

of the priority number system, the reduction in the types of fixed

value cutting tools, and reduction in the specifications for types of

raw materials, reduced the amount of work for the supply and inspection

departments of enterprises and lowered production costs. All of these

things increased the speed of diagramming sample products and designing

product series. They simplified the work of technical preparation and

reliably guaranteed the high speed, high quality production of civilian

goods.

5. The Diagramming of Model Products Is Done in Order to Develop

Our Own Product Series

According to understandings, the Ministry of Petroleum, between

1978 and and the present time, has spent large amounts of foreign

currency to introduce advanced drilling and dredging tools from abroad.

Several types were repeatedly introduced. Concerning this question of

importation, we recognize that these importations expend funds in order

to introduce foreign technology and that this is an important policy

for the development of the science, technology and economy of our

country. Importations certainly do not explain our inability to do

anything. Some of these importations make it possible to save time and

money. Experience both inside and outside China proves that

familiarization with imported technology, as compared with developing

everything on ones own, can save money, manpower, and time several ttens

of times over. Because of this, after the introduction of produ.cts, we

should "digest" them very well, in order to very quickly make them our

own. We carry out the diagramming of imported products, design

calculations and. experimental research to absorb these technologies,

adopt their strong points, and, on the foundation of this research

which has already been done, develop our own new types of products,

turning foreign things to Chinese uses. Therefore, the introductloq of

foreign products is just one method, the purpose- of which is to

introduce and familiarize us with advanced technology and its -,,~~



in order to even more rapidly develop the product serios of our

cou ntry.

The oil drilling company of the Ministry of Petroleum has pointed

out in its relevant documents that, in order to advance still further

the level of competence in dealing with accidents or difficulties, it

is, at present, extremely necessary to adequately realize and improve

the serialization of new forms of drilling and dredging equipment in

order to adequately make felt the effects of these new forms of drilling

and dredging tools on the handling of problems and accidents down

wells Moreover, it is required that the various oil fields establish

seriilization standards and strive to succeed in lowering to 6 time
lost to well drilling accidents. Because of this, research and

developnent of serialized drilling and dredging tools from our factory

i the !entral task through which our factory is able to originate and

r,,--e -ven larger contributions. The timely establishment of series

standard3 for the development of new products, satisfying the

requirenents of users, and allowing the gradual development of the

prodiction of civ'lian goods and new markets for them, are matters

wric, are all achieved at one stroke.

1. In order to do research on serialization standards for

petroleum well drilling and dredging tools, through the process of

investigation, the principal tools which are required by the Petroleum

Ministry are of the six types below:

Well drilling tools, dredging tools, well shoring tools, well

repair tools, experimental equipment, test check tools, and so on.

Our factory produces only two of these types. The spectrum of

prolict types is as shown below:
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1. Petroleum Well Drilling and Dredging Tools 2. Dredging Tools 3.

Well Drilling Tools 4. Shock Impact Type 5. Scrape Dredging Type 6.

Drill Following Shock Impact Device 7. Stabilizer Device 8. Safety

Connector Head 9. Used on the Surface 10. Used Down the Well 11.

Mechanized Shock Impact Devices 12. Fold Loading Test Bed 13.

Mechnized Drop Shock Device 14. Pressure Shock Impact Device 15. Long

Ceramic Dredging Tube 16. Dredging Probes 17. Interior Cutting Knife

13. Dredging Basket

In a situation where well drilling and dredging tools are

gradually tending toward saturation, the development of well repair

tools, well shoring tools, and well measuring tools is already under

way.

2. Serialization

In the spectrum of products described above, our factory is still

currently only producing dimensional serle'3 of the few types shown:

6 7' ,  8
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Investigations show that the diriaesiornil serLalizations for well

diameter and drill bit series as establisried by our country's 'ijistry

of Petroleum and Geology are as shown below. (See Table 8)

l~is/.' 7i"s,  21/s43tt i,1

58/4, 80/' 2/s

1. Well Diameter Dimensions 2. Drill Rod Diraensions 3. Drill Bit

Connector Fit Dimensions 4. 3erialized Tool Dimensions

Through the process of analysis, it appears that the use made of

drill bits and serialized drill bits by the various oil fields of our

country is not uniformn. Moreover, the differences between old and new

oil fields, the differences between the geological conformations of oil

layers, as well as the influence of the force of habit, serve to
suggest the series of drilling and dredging well tools of our factory,

that is:

ii9

2' 4~6 ~ 8
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After we did an analysis of the trends in serialization, we made an

initial trial of the standardization plan which follows, for currently

existing products with relatively simple safety couplings. We took the

original 6
-Ls positive fastening safety coupling series and

turned it into 7'. S-4 . 4 -4 positive and reverse

fastening dimensional series of six types. Through sales personnel

consulting users on their opinions, we discovered that the

serialization of products was entirely welcomed by the users. They all

had definite amounts of goods to order, and, therefore, they opened a

new path to the development of new products by factories. The work of

standardization in the diarapning of model products has achieved

excellent econoaic results. (Originally carried in "Weapons

standardization" No. 3, 1983)
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"Methods and Realization of the Work of Product Standaidization for

the 'Iron Horse Automotive Vehicle'"

Air Compressor Factory Standardization Office

In order to carry out the guidance to "unite the military and

civilian," the Ministry decided that, in the Sichuan area, our factory

should be made into a total product unit, organizing eleven heavy

machine product enterprises, which, together, undertook the diagramming

and design of the "Iron Horse" (TM) automotive vehicle product. In

order to satisfy unit requirements, in 1980, we took the West German

Benz 2026 (6x6) cross-country truck as our model. We diagrammed,

designed, and test produced three copies of the Iron Horse (TM) SC2030

(6x6) combined military-civilian use cross-country truck. This year,

we also took the West German Benz 2626 (6x4) truck as a model specimen,

and began the diagramming and design of the Iron Horse (TK) SC3050

(6x4) combined military-civilian use road transport vehicle. At the

present time, this project is still in progress. The Benz 2026 and

2623 automotive vehiclts are products manufactured by the West German

Daimler Company. They possess advanced technical structures which give

them outstanding capabilities. In order to guarantee the originally

projected technical capability targets, to shorten the test production

period, and to develop the production of civilian goods, in the

diagramming and design process, standardization personnel were closely

integrated. In its execution, we divided the work into the stages

outlined below.

1. Standardization Work Before the Beginning of Product

Diagramming

In the diagramming and design of automotive vehicle products, the

work is technical in nature, there is a lot of it, and it is complex.
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Vehicles as a whole have over four thousand parts. These involve

eleven factories. The personnel involved are also numerous. How to

provide good organization to the standardization work in the

diagramming and design of these products is the first step in

developing the work. In August, 1980, our factory established a "2026

diagramming and design team" composed of over one hundred personnel

from such departments as design, industrial techniques, inspection and

testing, and so on. Under the actual supervision of the general

engineer, standardization personnel also developed their work within

the diagramming and design team.

1. The guiding thought unifying product standardization work in

diagramming and design clarifies the direction of the work.

This standardization work in the diagramming and design of

products is the first we have run into. What is this guiding thought

which relates to standardization work in the diagramming of products?

How is it different from the methods and content of work in diagramming

design and designing from scratch? Questions such as which types of

standirds should be implemented are also not specified with sufficient

cIl-ity. Through the advanced experience of our brother factories, we

integrated the special design characteristics of the Benz automotive

vehicles and conducted a real investigation. We recognize that:

first, the dLAgraning and test production of products is don-

prinarily to raise the level of design of specialized products and

imnprove manufacturing technologies. The work of standardization must

follow and serve this guiding concept. Second, studying advanced

technologies introduced from abroad mast implement, in its design worK,

the principle of "diagramming design to fit our national situation."

Therefore, the diagramming and design of products is also the designing

of new products. The methods of the work of standardization and its

contents are also generally similar to those for the original design of

products. Third, the diagramming of products is handled as though it

were the original designing of products. It should implement and

carry out the currently effective standards of our country. (This

includes advanced international and foreign standards.)
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2. The creation of relevant guiding technical docuraents, unifies

standard requirements.

According to the principle which treats the diagraiaing of

products as the original designing of products, it is required to

implement and carry out the standards of our country as currently in

effect. Before research is done on the diagramming design of a product,

one first sets out " Detailed Principles of Standardization Inspection

of the Blueprints for the Diagramming Design of Benz Automotive

Vehicles (Test)" and "Catalogue of Current Diagramming and Design

Standards for the 2026 Product (Test)." These two types of guiding

t-chnical documents, after going through discussion at a

standardization conference attended by nine factories, are further

approved by the general engineers, and the various factories test-

implement them.

Concerning the aspects of design plan control and quality

requirements, automotive vehicle enterprises are implemented ana

carried out according to the st~indards of the Ministry of Machine

Building. These are not the same as the standards and requirements of

the Ministry of Weapons. Because of this, we decided to iaplenent

product blueprint serial numbers according to the standards of the

automotive vehicle industry, but to handle the aspect of sketch

admainistration according to the standards of the Ministry of Weapons.

We selected this type of combined methodology in order to reach the

standardization requirements for blueprints. When w- set up tne

"Catalogue of Current Standards," we specified a portion of the basic

standards according to national standards, ministerial standards, and

industrial standards (a specialized number of standards governing the

automotive vehicle industry.) In order to implement the principle of

combining civilian and military matters, ministerial standards were

chosen to be the standards of the Ministry of Weapons.
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.side from this, this diagramming and designing of automotive vehicle

products is a widespread, far-reaching enterprise Looking at it in

terms of the design personnel of whom it is composed, there are both

new- comrades and old comrades. There are also various differences -ri

level. Because of this, we, in detailed regulations, took th relevant

standardization requirements and the standards required for their

implementation and specified clear regulations. This makes the design

personnel at each factory, beginning with their diagramming of

products, able, on the basis of unified standardization requirements,

to carry out their designs. This makes it possible to take the

necessary precautions beforehand in order to prevent bad results.

3. Arrange collections, supply standardization materials, and

strictly guarantee the implementation and execution of standards.

In order to guarantee that the standards in the "Current

Catalogue" achieved uniform implementation and execution, through our

efforts, we collected and purchased through various types of channels,

large amounts of national, and ministerial (enterprise) standards, and,

throuigh reprinting, supplied them to design personnel offering a

cofnfplte set of materials of more than 80 types and over 300 sections.

This basically satisfied the work requirements of diagramming and

design. Besides this, in order to supplement the gaps in DIN

standards, we purposely collected various types of test methods

including tolerances, fittings, and ferrous metal materials, as well as

235 items of such things as greases and oils for a total of 1552 items

of DIN standards in the materials selected. We also collected and

arranged a partial standard catalogue of the DIN standards which

currently exist in our country, in order to supply to design personnel

timely references to use for comparisons. This creates excellent

conditions for diagramming and design work.

2. The work of standardization in the diazramming and design phase

The main point of the standardization work in this stage is the

transmission and implementation of new national standards and

specialized automotive standards, and, taking the current situation in

diagramming and design as the point of concentration, to finish the

mission currently undertaken in design work.
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1. The positive implementation of two new national standar&s

In August, 1980, when we began the work of diagramming ana aesign,

"jeometric Positional Tolerances" GB1182-1184-80 and "Tolerances and

Assemblies"GB1800-1804-79 were two national standards which had still

not been published. The corresponding serialization tolerances had

also not yet been created. Such problems as gauges had also not been

properly resolved. And, there were problems with these two national

standards. However, in order to assure the advanced nature and

reliability of products, we put forward the early implementation of the

concrete meaning of the two new national standards. We went through

leadership research, criticism by the general engineer, and we decided

to implement, introducing what is in the "Current Standard Catalogue."

We carried out this work from the three aspects named below: first, on

the basis of the promulgation and reference materials for the two new

national standards, we took the materials received and, through

rearrangement and reprinting we provided them to design personnel for

use. This resolved the problem of design personnel not having

material. Second, we designated instructors to compile texts of

speeches and design wall charts in order to uake positive preparations

for the promulgation and implementation of the two new national

standards. Third, through documents sent down from the factory

department, we sponsored study classes for various types of personnel,

vigorously promoting the two new national standards. All together

there were more than four hundred instances of personnel training

participated in.

In the design process, the standardization personnel frejuently

went into the design rooms (teams) and held mutual discussions with the

design personnel on the diagramming site. They responded to questions

from the design personnel and various types of questions raised by

industrial process personnel.

2. Vigorous implementation of specialized automotive industry stand-

ards and the establishment of factory standards
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In the -diagram ing of automotive products, it is necessary to

implement specialized automotive standards so that there is only one

firmly grasped process from the unknown to the familiar. Take, for

example, the problem of serial numbers. Due to the fact that our

factory has always operated on the basis of the Fifth Ministry of

Machines' "Armored Tracked Vehicle Production Component Serial Number

Method," from design plan to the various aspects of production

management, there has been a process of turning around. Moreover,

everyone has had various differences in their understandings of

"Automotive Standard 130-59." The implementation of this has involved

considerable difficulty. In view of this situation, we established the

practically implementable factory standard "Q/JP2-80 Automotive Vehicle

Product Serial Number Method Temporary Regulation," to guide the design

work. Due to the fact that we established factory standards, and

selected practical measures for their implementation, we caused

blueprints of entire products, from components, subassemblies, and

assemblies, to spare parts, so all be free of dupiication and

omissions. Through the mutual coordination of standardization

personnel, the implementation results for specialized standards are

good.

3. Points of on-site concentration in the work of coordinating

dtagramming and design

In the diagramming and design of automotive products, the driver's

cabin is the key, structures are complicated, the amount of blueprint

diagramming work is large, and diagruning methods and machinery spare

parts are different. It is necessary to do diagraming on the basis of

the specialized automotive regulation JB1449-74. In this regulation

which sets standards for the making of blueprints, it is necessary to

separately take the three different positions of the automotive vehicle

as zero lines, and diagram using the coordinate blueprint method and so

on in the directions of height, width, and length. When we run into

this type of problem, we normally, together with design personnel, put

on.site emphasis on design, do some practical analysis and research

with the actual object as a reference, and mutually discuss and

coordinate th design.
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Through the implementa-tioq of new standards and specialized

automotive standards, we have male a fact the penetration of the wore

of standardization into ill aspects of diagramming and design.

Standardization personnel put emphasis on on-site design. They go into

the &esign rooms (teams) and coordinate closely with design personnel.

The method of developing the work of standardization through mutual

respect and cooperation is an effective one.

3. The work of standardization inspections of design blueprints

Standardization insp.-,tion of product blueprints is an

indispensable step in the design planning procedure. It is a primary

technique and an important lin, in the work of product standardization.

"Standardization inspection" is detailed and complicated work

requiring strictness and honesty. We must exert every effort, during

standardization inspe-tions, to strictly "nold the line," and inspect

honestly, discovering pr;ob, s and ren-dying them in a timely manner,

resolving problems in the dr;ift plann*.ng stage. Our method is:

(1) Product des' gn bluepr.nts must systematically be sent throughn

"stand ard'zation irnspe-tI n."

(2) One must a'm.- a t . "hr.- t"Lncforu. ions" stataUs of procifcts

to be recorded ori "!r)ijot Biuprint t:,ndardiz-xtion nspection Rcora

Forms . "

(5) in st'-ndri*zit-on insz t.or-, ,s f',r as the gener'1l run of

product stan.- ,r i 'zat on pror a n )r I -t p tn .- s nerned, " s

are ,ntde on the dr;aft plans in order to fai1,;tt. changes y t-.-

designers.

(4) Standardization probi-ms extenling to and related to desig~n

structures and product capabilities are res ei tirough operrat ivi

research with design personnel.

(5) Concerning questions which nave alre-dy bt-en c~early rsojlvt,!

by implemented standards or "detailed rules," we must be corplet,_

unambiguous during standardization inspections.
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4. Th ec tal~ii - ~e n t of a- s t -nlr -1 ,- r~'~ d1 W:.

developnen t of the wor k- of ---a~a i st ) n betoie i to, )

1 .The speci fi i at ion of ji)b b,~ro L P t i and th e. tabl s'e~

of stan'1ardizaition neteior': s-tru:_toirt

In early 1 9.54, we diagrarrsi and de lt'.-~ We St > nBez2nia

(6x4) civilian truck, and it w-is re>Lir,-d tnc't we produc e a 7node

vehicle during tha,-t year. In orJier to ta' fr r 7si on tni6p~i

of work, we formally set up thf ".;iccu,-n 2_,2 Aoio i1,0-v4 Venc

General Design En~inc r 3ystc, ." rvc, mn thn: general en,-ine -r

systemn, we set up the- structure ofL tn.-tnad zto network. 71,

personnel composing Vie s ta-nd tr i 7Lton n -Pwo '..c r- cr~ fro)L
comrades responsible for aiuto ro 'v- VCi -s~ aoIZ Oiat eiC vl

factories: producinS automnti:ve ' >.-o~v a eoaie

conference was called, and d *s-,--1 a IJ.rg- hro, tre "Job

responsilIt cnL on3" oft n-z star, hrdJiza-ir, eok

supplemnenting a.nd pr'tn ~ ~ 'nolA~reic lt~gt

standardization. A fa th di rurimzn I o f t 1, 6' civ ili an v -r c e

isconcerned, the work '.-I .I t n~ p~ CY

P- iuct al11 o in'iolv-li -n s m- of f r r--ji-.ir-nentsT.

We recognize that in oi on:nerwi _,t iir. atr

o-b *ri, no ~i an, -,I> - '~ on, -tin prodIuct ion, w ithiJn the ganer r

ei:ri--er ;v:3te-.i, t}'i 7 - typ,: of for fn-' thie d, celopment of the-, work of'

S tan I>r d 1z!-t 7P on 'L ,ableo toc - pr -) ic t', i _gn a-nd the. wo rk 01

stanardiatio toj lsl netd Tis. n. s a positive

r~rol~ti~J ~') n the, cuaranteciric of c)ri luct tie rais o -i

e ~oqomic benefits, and thei reail:z;--tion of the "thr-2e trans3formnations"

re~ju~re-anents for product.

2. Regulating the "faucet" and developing the worke of cooperation

he tw-en r-actor ies

The work of cooperation between staind-ardized factories, according

to differing circumstances, requires the selection of different types

of methods fo its execution. In January, 1981, when the work of

diagramming thie SC2030 product was begun, ini order to unify probleims of

staindairdization, the work of cooperaition wa.s carried out between the

fi~jp f-tctorLV--i on tho -3outh-rri line-. This coopeirait Ion ui ,fi'ed and
r-.olved variou.- typHes of staindard izaition probleims, totalin6
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approximately one hundred plus. In September of 1983, under

organization conducted by the automotive vehicle authorities, a

complete review was carried out of blueprints for over four thousand

spare parts. Besides this, according to the requirements of the design

work phase, they respectively convened two specialized standardization

conferences, concentrating on and resolving standardization problems

As far as frequently occurring standardization problems at the various

factories are concerned, we were all able to supply timely cooperation

in order to resolve them. In summary, the solution of standardization

problems between factories through various types of methods reduced

mutual haggling over trifles, speeded up diagramming and design, and

reduced the test production period. Moreover, it is possible to make

the blueprints from various dispersed factories arrive at a unified and

excellent objective, very greatly increasing the level of product

standardization.

To summarize, in the work of standardizing autom.otive vehicle

products, during the last four years, under conditions of short

manpower and inadequate experience, we did a good deal of development

work both inside and between factories. We also obtained a good deal

of experience and received no small amount of training. We realized to

a very deep degree, in the whole process of the test production of

standardized products, all critical leadership links, and the work of

the development of standardization was smoth. It wa only neiessary

for standardization personnel and design personnel to mutually

coordinate, and then, problems related to product bli-prints and

technical documents were relatively rare. Blueprint quality wa3 alsO

relatively good. Therefore, we can say thaft leadership attention and

the close cooperation of standardization personnel and design personnel

are important factors in deciding the good or bad quality of

standardization work.

(This article is material exchanged at th% 1974 work .;nfierencv- of the

southwest region standardization asso -atio:t ts.) ..onginaiy

carried in "Weapons Stand'irdization" , o. 5'
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In order to put these comprehensive requirements fur

standardization into effect, we selected the several measures which

follow. The first is to utilize various methods to develop advertising

activities. Of the personnel who made electric meters and

participated, the majority were temporary people who had never made the

product. They were also not very familiar with the "three

transformations requirements" pertaining to products or with their

management or designs. It is necessary to carry out an information

progra-n to make the personnel concerned familiar with and firmly grasp

the standards involved. Second is the need to enter deeply into the

actual design activities as they occur, assisting design personnel in

imnplenenting standards and resolving practical problems. Third is to

ci-rry out checks and final inspections of product plans and design

documents, guaranteeing that they meet the "three natures" and "three

transformations" requirements for product plans and design documents.

2. Collecting and presenting standardization materials.

:tanJqrdization materials are i'nportant data for design, production and

management work. When test production of electric meters is begun, the

Dnly standards materials that one his are the product plans from the

Harbin Bietric Meter Research Institute. Ther are no other

materiais. Moreover, because our factory handled the production of

-L[tary products for a long time, our standards materials concerning

tK- production of civilian products are very limited. Because of this,

tU- oIle2tion of standards materials concerned with electric meters is

prbl-m urgently rewuiring a solution. On the basis of the

ri1reent- for the test production of electric meters, through

varIgus types of channels, we collected a total of 87 product stand-

ard s, standards of test analysis, and quoted standards. At the same

tim-, zn the basis of enterprise standards collected from outside

ini , we established two standards for our own enterprise. These

standari- not only provide a basis when plans are drawn for electric

n't r. At the same time, they also provide adequate conditions for
-*i hchnlcal preparations for production of electric meters and the

) - - u.,n t o, tini g of 11 c>ns fur the prodact ion of the meters.
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(II) The work of standardization in the technical prepiration

stage of electric laeter production

The requirements for standardization in the process of technical

preparation of electric meters make use, to the largest extent

possible, of current standards for industrial techniques and equipment.

However, our factory's current standards for industrial techniques and

equipment were all established under the conditions associated with tne

production of products for military use. These types of industrial

techniques and those types of industrial equipment, as well as their

associated dirensional specifications cannot satisfy the requirements

for the production of electric meters. In order to put our electirc

meters on the market as soon as possible, we assembled the production

requirements for the electric meters and set up planned standards for

industrial techniques and equipment.

Looking at the product as a whole, the total number of types of

industrial equipment involved is 1449. Among these, standardized

industrial equipment accounts for 785 types. The coefficient of

standardization reaches 54%. The economic effectiveness is calculated

according to the formula provided by the national standard "Evaluation

Principles and Calculation Methods" (GB3533.1-83) with the net saving-

of funds reaching 60797. Therefore, one can see that the work of

standardization is not only able to speed up the test manufacture of

electric meters and production technology preparations, but is also

able to greatly increase economic effectiveness.

II. The establishment of internal control standards and the

creation of products of excellent quality

Civilian use electric meters are a type of measuring instrument.

The accuracy required in them is high and its measurement precision

must be reliable. Its quality impacts on the profits of tens of

thousands of people. It is necessary to stringently maintain product

quality in order to satisfy the requirements of user applications.
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r In the initial period of the production of civilian use electric

meters, due to the fact there was a "put ephasis on civilian products

over military products" type of thinking, and, in response to continuatl

increases in the numbers of products, one saw the unceasing appearance

of problems with product quality. A good number of consumers voiced

complaints. Some sent their electric meters back which affects us-.r

applications and the good name of our factory. The repercussions of

this for our factory were very great. This forced us to recognize

that the handling of civilian products was not that simple--that in

several respects one could say that they are more difficult than

products for military use. Because of the fact that the numbtrs of

military use products are all bought up by the government, in terms of

quality, there is onl, one user. The products only have to meet th'n

military representat'.ves acepttnce inspection, and there is no

problem. However, the numbers of civilian products is influenced by

market fluctuations and competition. In terms of quality, they are

inspected by tens of thousands of users. Therefore, it is only w:t.%

user satisfaction that these products really c:tn be u:vder- up t)

standard or of high quality. In order to re-olve this problem, w-

decided to set up internal control standards for electric tni-t. r

products. Tn setting up our internil control standards, w- gavH

priinary consideration to the several points and principles below:

1. The principal t*chni.-tl staniirds involved witn intern's

control standards, and their furictioin p:tr~~eters, are h1 ~r t-:rn t1

currently effective Ministry of ;%cnines stand;:rd .Ib79>-7o.. Fr YL t,

production of spare parts to the coordination and testing if fin,-Ji

products, their checking, and acceptance inspection, right through tn -

process of their sale, we established twenty-two internal control

standards for the dimensional specifications of principal spare parts

and functional parameters for product surfaces, in order to minimize to

the greatest extent possible discrepancies in product quality.
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2. The principal technical standards of internal control

standards, their functional parameters, and overall standards must

satisfy user requirements. According to the regulations of the current

Ministry of Machines standard (JB793-78), the only regulated functional

parameters are those such as electric meter parameters for the amount

of electricity, sensitivity, and latent movements. Moreover, there are

no specific regulations for electric meter noise either. However, user

applications and requirements are different. Electrical components and

standard measuring components have relatively higher functional

parameters for such quantities as the amount of electricity,

sensitivity and latent movements. Moreover, individual users impose

special requirements for electric meter noise. When setting up

int-rnal control standards, it is necessary to -onsider tnese different

requirements and take these various types of te!nnical t 'r6et3 arid

function paraneters and regulate the, to opti[nul tJtjuOtit ai,

More)ver, as far as the question of electric meter noise 1 concernd-,

there is a requiremrn? t) -tju.,s t- minimum levels in ordr to rea"i

n,: se c m n-tion.

. The est'bl Vhnert of internil control 6tri rds rnu,;t be broad,

ov- " -in Pp")2 'tf-T. Tj 'nIst s ls consider conditions as they

• i .... t :j s t a ,Il ' , I 1 f tvanement. For example, the

,o)it-olliny of problems witi el-rtrl f -- ter rI0 - ani tqt resoutioA of

qual."' iiscrepencies are things which must be strivel for before they

can be acnieved. Becaus of this, we presented the requirenent for

comprehensive standards.

Not only is it necessary for internal control standards to have

strict technical targets and functional parameters. It is also

necessary for them to have concrete methods of implementation in order

to precisely guarantee the implementation of -he control standards.
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When electric uieter products go out of our factory, they undergo

strVct tting ,,c'orling to internal control standards. The internal

,2ontrol stinl-4rds established are not made on the basis of specified

g-ris. They are only made on products actually leaving the factory.

This guarantees that parts which do not meet the irternal control

stand-irds do not leave the workshop and that products which do not n-e,

internal control standards do not leave the factory.

Prom the time that electric meters are produced in accordane i,

int-rnal control standards, the rate of excellent quality produ ,tA

produced and the rate of products passing transfer inspections

obviously increases. These products also achit ved user satisfaction,

and ratspl the reputation of the products. Supply falls short of

demand. The actual system in operation causes us to re'ilizo Pt situ-

tion in which products which are only produced in accordance with

prduct.*on st-4ndards are not of high quality, but only just rl t

lowe.st proluct requirements. If one is thinking in terms of rai.sing

prDiu-t quility, then, it is ne-assary, on the basis of currtntl

-c -7 sl-trdar 1-, to raY' i - t,- !,,v,- in 1 -.-3thl !.-; i In t- r n4l1 , prll

III. Excellent Testing Techniques Guarantee the n:4r. *.

T rin,3' is 91 Of "t io l Iant ty an V-due Standttr i-

Dne important condit:on for guirinteeinS mn in w'i " I

laility is the strengthening of the wori of tri- i',r )' tl, '1,

F-ation-, unceasingly inuproving inspection techniques, guaranue, n t'-

t-arate transmission to factories of the various types of nation

qu lty and quantity standards, and maintaining the accuracy and

stability of standards.

In the case of our factory's inspection and testing station,

before the Ministry invested its money, the factory used something over

200,000 yuan in supporting funds for the station in order to add

equipment Moreover, we appointed additional inspection and testing

personnel. They not only undertake the mission of inspection and

testing of electric meters fron our factory. At the same time, they

also undertake the specialized Inspection and testing work for

introduced electric meters. Through the efforts of several years of
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r~±"iiz~t+)n .and inproveiaent, we have developed from the

. r- " 'urr- tit test capability to an alternating current test

y,'. .ri i ar t-3 as in.,-ction and testing means, as well as

ii;'- '1. , t 1I' vt'. a t rans-a iss1on, and electric energy

',- ,. - b,.-cally formed a guarantee system. Besides that, we

... -... "nn for proofing standard electric meters as well

t. . "......-. ,i. -n-rgy sttndArd transmission system chart. At

- -. ~ "i i r-'I--d the stage of:

,- r. 'y,-. f ju-ntities and values (length,

7 ,, '.. '-rju et>c, and so on) are all capable,

.. . :-I;, )f undergoing nor,6,'il tr~nsirission. Moreover,

• '. an .-- t -y -,:i i , inpie'-nting a guaranteed rate of

fr :;p-K "i , i t ,L. rit'r. 1:)3,, and a r t- o f

, .... fr . ... r nin ~- 5t. The in,-3pectb')n r-.te

,: r ,, . 1 ~ .

.- *, .ff - rK , n. n r- -;t oi'ci-d i. The a-curacy standard

h. ,',- ,i' *-,rj ,Lning roii the producing station

i'- n w~-n ' ,mparisors- and proia~t per'nit

.. .. ,: -'. i t-,' ' -' rf . Ll r than 0.3-. The acc.r:acj

i -itri f r thre-e phaq, Plpctrical energy is an overall de'¢Iation of

Z. Tn- p)wer ti nJ~ird pr- ision is ',.02.

4. We devolop-i inspection tests for mutual inductors, tests for

poier factorv meters, to-sts for the precision of various power sources,

w well a; smilar work on the ev¢luation of the electrouagnetic

properties of magnetic materials to guarantee the implementation and

maintenanca of power source standards.

1V Taking aim on advanced world levels and agressively selecting

for u.e international standards

Aggressively selecting for use internationJ:l standards and advanced

foreign standards is currently an important technical policy. Whether

or not enterprises earnestly adopt these for use is the key to the

success or failure of the various enterprises in the future competitive

ma rket. The electric meters which our factory produces, due to the

act that it carriese out production strictly according to internal

control standards, have already arrived at the national level of

.xci-Ilent quality products. However, when one compares them to the
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advanced international level, there is still a very large gap. In

order to exceed the advanced world standard, we have agressively

adopted international standards. Our factory has decided to make our

single phase electric meters equivalent to the use of the international

electrical engineers committee, IEC, standards. The projects which our

factory is now engaged in are:

1. Setting up programs. On the basis of the actual level and

production conditions of the factory, we established a factory program

for the adoption of international standards. We decided to reach the

level of international standards for the quality of single phase

electric meters before 1985. Moreover, we adopted international

standards and integrated them into the scientific and research projects

of our factory departments (one character unreadable). We appropriated

funds and established trainii S teams. In this way, the work of the

adoption of international standards was developed and basically

insured.

2. The collection of international standards and advanced foreign

standards. The collection of standardization materials is the basis

for the adoption of international standards and advanced foreizn

standards. We collected, by various routes, eight types of standards

from the international electrical engineering committee (IEC), eight

typs of Japanese electric meter standards, and two types of Soviet

electric neter standards. We carried out a thorough analysis of tht

standards we collected, and we began to understand the general

situation relating to IEC standards and the electric meter standards of

technologically developed countries. In order to adopt international

standards and the standards of advanced foreign countries, we made

technical preparations.
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3. Finding the differences. Comparing the general 1EC standards

to those Ministry of Machines standards currently in effect, in the

overall production situation of our factory, there were eleven

requirements which were basically the same. They were simple to coiaply

with. There were six which required the undertaking of testing and

validation. Among these, there were three which considered current

product status and domestic conditons of application, requiring

repeated rounds of validation. Besides those, there were another three

requirements which were very far from the IEC standards. These

required definite progress in design structure and industrial

techniques. (Originally carried in "Weapons Standardization" 19c4

reprint)
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"Product Designs Should Have As Many Interchangeable, Standardized Parts

as Possible"

Yong Hong Machine Factory Hwang Xiungchang

When enterprises carry throagh and inplement the guidance to

"readjust, revolutionize, reorganize, and improve," what kind of new

forms are appropriate to the production of more, better and faster

products suitable for sale in order to satisfy the needs of society is

a subject which we need to research. From practical application, we

learn that, in the process of product design, it is only necessary to

do a comparative analysis of many types of products and one discovers,

in those products, many parts which can be interchanged. There are

also p-irts with structural sections that are similar. In this type of

,,itu;ition, realizing the interchangeability and standardization of

prou) ' parts has an important influenc- o- increaing production,

low-ring production cjsts, and speeding up production.

severl ye'irs ago, our factory turn-d its hand to tne

implementation of the production of products for czvian usp.

or'e)ver, we developed a s'ngle type of product into a larg- nimPIr of

proluct types. T-e proiurit types and their number were se>-:ed a';

decided upon on the b-',:; of the needs of soclety :4nd the Actu- pr au:

capabilitie-- of' our factory. Initiallv, w- produced [5,1, typ-

autuomotive vehicle transmission rear axle. Later, tnve proau,," w-,"

t~ir jagl utrk ,-t r--3-- arch. A u t; u o , v . t 7 rn r .-; [ .- , i r i" ; v * % , -&

gite! ere ven more attractive to users. in order to exp.tnd 7.,

prduct typ-., it was decided to carry out the worK of te,-t 13,tn'h 't I-.

on this product. During design, earnest an-tly.;1s ni "'pa '., )" 'I,

whole structure of these two type, of products g'-ve riA t 13-d is' ",:

in which th- course of interchaneabilitv and ,stand riza' i, . 0 ,10pt f'"

important new design,- of sua,- import-tnt part- a. pl. -! try g r ,, ,

casingg, and surg g-tpt.q, all t r , ,tt interchan~cahle ,",
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